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I. Columbia University. Geography Department, Remote Sensing 
Project. 
Since June 1975, Columbia University, Department of 
Geography has been conducting research on various aspects of 
applying Landsat and other remote sensor data to a broad 
range of topics related to agriculture, agricultural develop-
ment, and the environment. The research is carried out in 
collaboration with the NASA/Goddard Institute for Space 
Studies (GISS) and is in support of the Institute's program 
in Earth Resources. 
The primary purpose of the research is to aid in develop-
ing a global agricultural monitoring system which would rely 
on satellite data collection systems as major data sources. 
This invol.ves the study of three specific topi~s: I} agri-
cultural change, 2} traditional agricultural systems and 
3} relationships between agriculture and the physical environ-
ment, i.e. the agroecosystem. 
Primary data sources for these studies are simulated 
advanced multispectral sensors of various resolutions, 24-
Channel multispectral scanner (MSS) data, Landsat data, as 
well as other remote sensor data made available through the 
offices of GISS. MSS, Landsat, Skylab and aircraft spectro-
meter data are analyzed by means of GISS-developed software 
and computing facilities. 
1 
• 
The faculty of the Department of Geography, Columbia University 
works closely with GISS personnel as well as supervises the student 
research assistants who may undertake individual projects within 
the framework of this proposal. 
Participating Columbia University faculty members from the De-
partment of Geography are: 
Professor Kempton E. Webb, Chairman 
Professor Leonard Zobler 
Professor Colin J. High 
'Dr. Jerry C. Coiner 
In addition to the four principal investigators, the staff 
includes five funded graduate students, three part-time student 
~ technicians and four graduate researchers funded from other sources. 
, "-'~"1 ~_I _.J.._., 
~'> .. 
The following papers were prepared by the staff during the 
reporting period. 
1. Neary, Patricia. IIMonitoring Agricultural Transition in 
Southern New Jersey Using Landsat Data. 1I M.A. Thesis, Depart-
ment of Geography, Columbia University, January, 1978. 
2. Neary, Patricia J. and Jerry C. Coiner. IIMonitoring Agri-
cultural Systems,1I (to be presented as a Poster Session at the 
12th International Symposium on Remote Sensing of the Environ-
ment, Manila, April, 1978). 
3. Coiner, J. C. and R.C~ Bruce. IIUse of Change Detection 
in Assessing Development Plans: A Philippine Example,1I (to 
be included in the Proceedings of the 12th International Sym-
posium on Remote Sensing of the Environment, Manila, April, 
1978) . 
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II. Experiments in Progress 
A. Support to Airborne Spectroradiometer Studies 
GISS/Columbia has developed a high resolution spectro-
radiometer. This instrument acquires line trace spectra over 
a range from .43 to 1 micron for sequential areas approximately 
18 meters square. To aid in interpreting these spectra and 
relating them to specific ground locations a 35 mm photograph 
is acquired with every tenth spectrum. l 
Analysis of data acquired by this system over Imperial 
Valley, California has pointed to the existence of a spectral 
shift in the chlorophyll red absorption edge associated with the 
heading of wheat and grJin sorghum. 2 
Preliminary results of a study being conducted with data 
acquired over the lACIE Intensive Test Site in Finney County, 
Kansas further substantiate this red-shift phenomenon. Figure 
1 shows the ratios (averaged over each individual agricultural 
field) of data from two bands, 780-790 nm and 740-750 nm, of 
the GISS/Co1umbia spectroradiometer. Fields in the corn and 
grain sorghum categories were planted within the month preceding 
the date of data acquisition (May 21, 1975); therefore, these 
categories consist primarily of exposed soil surfaces. The 
lChiu, Hong-Vee and \~il1iam Collins, "A Spectroradiometer for Airborne 
Remote Sensing." Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, Vol. 44 (4), 
April 1978, pp. 507-517. 
2\~il1iam Collins, "Remote Sensing of CI~Op Type and Maturity," Photo-
grammetric Engineering and Remote Sensina, Vol. 44 (1), Jan. 1978, pp. 43-55. 
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FIGURE 1: AIRBORNE ~CTRORADlor£fER FlEll AVERAGE RATIOS 
(780-790nmjl(740-750nm) 
FINNEY COUNTY, KANSAS MAY 21. i975 
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. ; alfalfa fields are mature with predominately full canopy cover . 
The winter wheat is also mature, having been planted in September 
and October the previous year. As Fig. 1 indicates, mature, 
irrigated wheat is discriminated from the other crops and field 
conditions by ratios greater than approximately 1.10. Some CDn-
fusion occurs with 3 wheat fields below the 1.10 ratio, 1 corn 
field .nd 2 alfalfa fields above. These anomalies cannot be 
accounted for with the available ground truth information. 
To corroborate the spectroradiometer data, JSC helicopter 
FSS (S-191 H) data, acquired over the Finney County Test Site 
on the same day (May 21, 1975), was also analyzed. The ratios 
of two 20-nm bands (780-800 nm, 740-760 nm) were averaged for 
eath field flown within the site and plotted by crop type and 
maturity (Figure 2). As with the spectroradiometer data, mature 
(heading and fully headed) wheat are separable from other crops 
and field conditions by a band ratio value of approximately 
1.124. One alfalfa and 3 wheat fields are misassigned. 
Data from both instruments confirm the existence of the 
widening absorption edge initially identified by Collins in the 
Imperial Valley. Figure 3 shows the correlation between data 
acquired by each instrument for fields that were jointly covered 
by the two missions. The r2 value for the nine jointly covered 
fields is .985. These results support the findings that both 
instruments are detecting the same phenomenon. 
Additional analysis is continuing on FSS data acquired over !_ this site on an earlier date (May 14,1975). 
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B. Landsat Applications to Agricultural and Land Use 
Change Studies 
1. Monitoring Agricultural Transition in Southern New Jersey 
This research, part of a broader effort to explore the 
possibilities of monitoring agricultural change with Landsat data, 
;s outlined below and described more fully in the Appendix to this 
re port. 
1.1. Background 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
For this study a 13,675 hectare area in southern New Jersey 
was chosen, an area which is known to be under considerable pressure 
to adjust to new agricultural circumstances. The study area is 
located about 40 kilometers south of PhilQdelphia, Pennsylvania, 
and 15 kilometers west of Vineland, New Jersey. 
Agriculture and food processing combine to form New Jersey's 
largest industry. Over the past few years, the state's total area 
in vegetables has declined whereas total area in wheat, corn, and 
soybeans has increased. Table 1 shows a decline in hectares har-
vested over the period 1971-1976 for commercial vegetables, in 
particular, for processing vegetables. 1 
ISignificant discrepa'ncies have been noted with l~espect to data in this 
category as reported annually in New Jersey Agricultural Stat1~tics for the 
years 1971 through 1976. (Each annual repOl"t gives statistics in this category 
for preceding years as well as the curl4 ent year.) F01~ example the 1972 Statistics. 
reported the total area harvested in 1971 for all commercial vegetables for pro-
cessing as 17,200 hectares. The 1976 Statistics reported 17,600 hectares in this 
category for 1971, and in 1977 the figure given \'/as 13,400 hectares, as shO\'/n in 
Table 1. According to the New Jersey Cl~Op Reporting Service, the latest (1977) 
figures are the most accurate, implying that it took six years to rectify a 4,000-
hectare error--an error amounting to neal"'ly one-third the acreage in that category. 
It appears that LANDSAT acreage estimators would be more efficient in this regard. 
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Year 
IS71 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
o 
TABLE 1 
AREA HARVESTED IN HECTARES--ALL COMMERCIAL VEGETABLES 
STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
1971-1976 . 
For Fresh For 
Z,1arket Processing 
24,140 13,400 
24,120 12,300 
22,610 12,970 
20,850 13,800 
19,280 11,080 
19,850 5,700 
Total 
37,540 
36,420 
35,530 
34,650 
30,350 
25,550 
,... 
SOURCE: New Jersey, Department of Agriculture, New Jersey -Crop 
Reporting Service, New Jersey Agricultural ~tatistics, August 1977. 
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Economic pressures have forced several vegetable processing concerns 
in New Jersey to move their operations elsewhere. Many New Jersey 
farmers have thus had to find either new markets or new crops. 
The approximately 14,000 hectares which comprise the test 
area for this study lie in and around the area formerly farmed by 
Seabrook Farms, Incorporated, which closed its fresh vegetable pro-
cessing plant in Cumberland County in March 1976. This meant that 
1,485 hectares farmed by Seabrook and 8,100 hectares under contract 
with 150 farmers would be released from their current land uses. 
All 1,485 hectares farmed by Seabrook are included in the test area 
except f6r a small area surrounding the town of Seabrook itself. 
Also included are privately owned farms, most of which operated in-
depently of Seabrook; these are included as a comparison to the 
Seabrook land which had been completely devoted to vegetables. 
1.2. Experimental Design 
The purpose of this study is to detect agricultural systems 
change by separating two agricultural systems, corporate vegetable 
farming and field cropping, in order that the transition from the 
former to the latter may be detected. This study traces land 
utilization over time in an area where two agricultural systems 
exist in close proximity, each imposing a different spatial pattern 
on the landscape. 
With ,"espect to "land utilization in time," CI"OP calendal's 
vary for each of the two types of agricultural system in this area. 
For example, vegetables are planted mainly during the warmer months, 
whereas winter grains are planted in the Fall. The period of active 
photosynthesis for vegetables extends later into the Fall than it 
- lQ 
I ~ -"-"---~~ -----1 ---"----r---;-------:r -..---
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i 
does for field crops. Winter grains are seeded in October and do 
~ not make an impact on land cover until early November. 
In addition to the temporal component of land utilization, 
• the spatial component must be considered. In the agricultural area 
being examined here, vegetation and soil are the dominant surface 
features. Actively photosynthesizing plants are characterized by 
a relatively large amount of near infrared reflectance (bands 3 and 
4 on the MSS) and a relatively small amount of red reflectance (band 
2 on the MSS). Soils exhibit spectral patterns distinct from vege-
tation while also differing within soil categories. Generally, 
spectral response curves of soils are rather flat in the visible 
region with a decrease in reflectance in the near infrared. The 
reflectivity of soils in the visible is also dependent upon soil 
color--a lighter soil will be more ~eflective than a darker one. 
The coastal plain soils in the test area are rather bright and there-
fore strongly influence spectral response in the visible bands. 
In this study, the ratio of band 4 to band 2 is used as an indicator 
of vegetation density an~ growth stage. Plotting the ratio of band 
4 to band 2 over time for a specific ground area yields a curve for 
each of the four years of the study, sim~lar to the diagram below. 
: .. 
. ' . 
Band 41 Band 2 
TIME 
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Although Landsat MSS measurements of reflected energy are made 
at approximately the same time of day, the sun elevation at a specific 
latitude at a given hour changes throughout the year. To account for 
this variation, a sun elevation correction factor was introduced which 
adjusts all measurements to a solar angle of 90 0 . In addition, the 
Ose of the band 4/band 2 ratio reduces solar angle differences as 
well as signal fluctuations and differences attributable to changing 
atmospheric conditions by using a relative measure, a ratio. 
The analysis employed digital Landsat data and relied upon, 
as support materials, Landsat imagery, aerial photography, United 
States Geological Survey maps, Seabrook Farms Corporation maps, and 
ground-collected information. 
Although Landsat data are available for passes made every 
eighteen days from July 1972 to January 1975 and every nine days 
from January 1975 through most of 1976, not all of it is useable, 
due to excessive haze or cloud cover or to technical problems in 
producing computer compatible tapes of the data. Out of 119 pos-
sible coverages~ 26 acquisitions (or 22 p~rcent) were found to be 
useable in this study. All 26 scenes were preprocessed for geo-
metric correction and rectification to a Universal Transverse Mer-
cator grid. 
Imagery was used initially to choose suitabl~ passes and to 
geographically identify the corresponding digital data. A Landsat 
image, or "scene" cOI'Tesponds to a block of data oVer a geographic 
area of approximately 34,225 square kilometers, and each data tape 
contains information from an entire scene. From each scene twenty-
four smaller areas of 595 hectares, or "quads", are used as the 
- 12 -
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J 
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basic unit of analysis. These areas may encompass up to 40 agri-
cultural fields. It is felt that this unit is suitable for the 
long-run objective of the study--to simulate global monitoring. 
In addition, the unit conforms to technical constraints in the soft-
ware used in support of the project. Each set of twenty-four areas 
is registered spatially from date to date. Therefore the study 
concerns the change in reflectance of twenty-four identical areas 
over the course of four years--1973 through 1976. 
An unsupervised classification routine developed at GISS was 
used to obtain a nominal spectral response for each quad. Normally, 
this routine is used to delimit clusters of pixels which have similar 
response curves. In this study, however, the object was to delimit 
one single cluster for each quad into which approximately 95 percent 
of all the pixels in the quad fall. This percentage was chosen to 
filter out highly reflective, exotic pixels which might influence 
the quad1s ~pectra1 response disproportionately. The classification 
routine was applied to twenty-four quads from each of twenty-six 
passes to obtain 624 characteristic 4-band spectral responses. The 
reflectances for bands 4 and 2 were ratioed for each of the 624 no-
minal spectral responses and then plotted against time for each ·of 
the 24 quads. 
1.3. Results 
Classification was performed on all of the 24 quads for each 
of the available 26 LANDSAT passes and the band 4/band 2 ratios cal-
culated and plotted. Two sample plots are presented in Figures 4a 
__ and b for quads 2 and 23, which are rep\~esentative of field crops 
and vegetables respectively, as determined from information collected 
- 13 -
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in the field and maps from Seabrook Farms. 
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Figure 5 is a super-
C imposition of these two plots to facilitate comparison. 
The shapes of the curves differ from year to year because 
of r a lack of concurrence in satellite acquisition times for 
usable data and local atmospheric differences. The two quads 
can be compared to each other within each year, however. The 
curves diverge within the summer months when both field crops 
and vegetables are growing. Field crops tend to be in full 
canopy during July and August whereas vegetables tend to have 
less canopy cover with rows being separated by strips of soil. 
The large amount ~f exposed soil decreases the band 4/band 2 
ratio, and this is evident in the figure. Curve separation may 
also be related to meteorological events which have immediately 
preceded data acquisition. For example, the Landsat pass during 
the summer of 1975 occurred ten to fifteen days after a series 
of severe storms destroyed crops in the southern New Jersey re-
gion. In Figure 5, this event is reflected in the similarity 
of the two plots of 1975 during the summer, when they would be 
expected to diverge. 
The application of a non-parametric Mann - Whitney "U" test 
to the band 4/band 2 ratios of the two groups of quads (vegetable 
and field crops) yielded a significant difference in the means 
of the two groups of ratios for nine of the twenty-six acquisition 
dates, with a 98 percent level of confidence. Seven of these 
nine passes were during July and ~ugust, thus emphasizing the 
significance of the divergence between the two agricultural systems 
in the summer months. 
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To test the separability of the two agricultural vegetation 
systems from the natural vegetation component of the landscape, 
the nonparametric Kruska - Wallis test was applied to the three 
sample groups. This test revealed that the three sample groups 
belong to different populations, at a 99 and 95 percent confidence 
level, respectively, for the data from June 1973 and June 1976. 
As a preliminary test of an aggregated-unit approach to 
monitoring agricultural systems, the results are encouraging. The 
Landsat derived rad.iometric indicator, even at this level of 
aggregation, appears to offer a viable method of differentiating 
agricultural syst~ms from each other as well as from natural ve-
getation elements. 
2. East African SWidden Agriculture 
An investigation .into the feasibility of detecting shifting 
cultivation in East Africa has encouraging preliminary results. 
The study site is in the West Pokot District of Kenya. Landsat 
computer-compatible tapes for three dates are available: scene 
1067-07221, 9 September 1972; scene 1193-07230, 1 February 1973; 
and scene 2063-07111, 26 March 1975. 
Supplementary data include 1956 black-and-white aerial photo-
graphy and data from 1961-62 anthropological fieldwork. 
Using the supplementary data in conjunction with gray scale 
printouts of geometrically corrected LANDSAT data, a preliminary 
study site of 595 hectares was selected. An approximately ten-
hectare area in th1s study site lies in a region locally known 
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as Asar and always contains active cUltivation. This area was 
thus selected as the training area, from which the most frequent, 
or modal, response in each spectral band was determined, for each 
of the three available dates. These modal responses constituted 
the trainin~ data. 
These training data, after successful application to the 
preliminary study site, were extended to a larger 200 by 200 
pixel area (approximately 19,000 hectares). 
Information about the study area and swidden agriculture as 
it is practiced there, in conjunction with an understanding of 
the characteristics of the satellite data and of the analysis 
ptocedure, provides a basis for the development of a model of 
expected results. The model developed here has three components: 
e data points classified as swidden should be on east-facing slopes 
below 2,500 meters; one-sixth to one-fourth of the cultivable 
east slope area below 2,500 meters could be in cultivation at 
one time; a number of data points should be in swidden on all 
three dates, covering two and one-half years. Analysis results 
were evaluated in terms of these three expectations: for the 
three dates, 78.6 percent, 88.9 percent, and 86.5 percent of 
the points classified did fallon east-facing slopes below 2,500 
meters; roughly one-eight of the cultivable east slope area below 
2,500 meters was in cultivation on each date; 387 data points 
were in swidden on the first two dates, and 76 data points were 
in swidden on all three dates. 
The high rate of correspondence between expected results and 
analysis results leads to the inference that swidden agriculture 
19 -
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has been successfully identified in this area using the method 
desc.~i bed above. 
3. Suburban Land Use Change and Flooding 
Major flooding has occurred in the Saw Mill River watershed, 
Westchester County, New York, in 1975 and 1977 despite the con~ 
struction of numerous flood control structures. It is believed 
that watershed development is a major contributing factor to the 
flooding, due to reductions in natural vegetation, compaction of 
the earth's surface, increases in impervious surface area and in 
smoother less frictional surfaces. The purpose of this study is 
to monitor changes in land use categories of hydrologic signifi-
cance over a five year period (1972-1977) using Landsat data. 
The areal extent of the following land usc catogories, each 
of ,vhich posesses unique .'unoff charactel'istics, Will be delaH'-
mined for the 26-square mile watershed for both 1972 and 1977: 
1) Commercial, business and industrial 
2) Residentiol- multi-family housing 
3) Residentinl- single family homes situated on ~ Bcre lots 
or smull el' 
4) Residential- single family homes Situated on lots greater 
than J..i ac\"c 
5) Lnwns, parks and cemetaries 
6) \~oodlands 
7} \~at(H' 
Aerial photography (1:24,000) acquired in 1970 and 1976, in 
addition to ground survey of the arQQ~ will be used to assist in 
the selection of test sites for the dovelopment of spectral sig-
natul'es fOl' the land use catogo.'ies. 
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C. Effect of Environmental and Agro-Management Factors on 
Computer Classification of Crop Type 
Current re~earch in computer classification of remote sensing 
techniques concentrates on acreage estimation of agricultural 
land use. The techniques used for acreage estimation identify 
and then separate radiance values of the scene into categories. 
These values are usually considered discrete elements of the en-
v~ronment, and no attention is given to their composition. Another 
way of examining the spectral response of any landscape is to 
view it as a composite of management and physical environmental 
characteristics, which make varying contributions to the land-
scape's radiance. It is the purpose of this research to assemble 
major environmental and agro-management factors into a model 
measuring their relative influence on spectral signatures of an 
agricultural landscape. The area of study is in a LACIE inten-
sive study site in the northern Great Plains. The remote sensor 
data was acquired by the Johnson Space Center 24-Channe1 multi-
spectral scanner, August 15, 1975. 
The computer classification method used in this digital 
analysis consists of two major elements: 1) the ground truth 
system and 2) the radiance values of the landscape. The first 
element divides the scene into finite geographic units of varying 
sizes and shapes (i.e., agricultural fields, soil boundaries), 
and the second element represents the spectral response of the 
environment. It is the function of the classification algorithm 
to distinguish between and assign each pixel to its respective 
eland use/l and cover category. A change in the ground truth system 
results in classification of the same landscape into different 
- 21 -
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categories. This may reveal a greater degree of homogeneity 
within a category, resulting in higher classification accuracies 
and a more thorough understanding of the spectral reflectances. 
In agricultural studies, two categories of environmental 
parameters are identified: management and physical environment. 
Management consists of such farming factors as tillage direction, 
fertilization, planting date, and irrigation. The physical en-
Vironment category includes elements such as soil type, soil color, 
and terrain slope. The relatiVe influence of a set of parameters 
on land use classification is unique for each landscape. 
The study region for this investigation is a 5 x 7.5 kilometer 
area of Williams County, North Dakota, where severe winters and 
drY' s 1I nun e t· s pre d 0 III ina t e . S P r i n g \~ h eat i s the m a j 0 r c ,~ 0 pin a 
t't landscape inte'~mixed with summe,~ fallo\~ and pasture fields. 
Summer fallow is practiced almost exclusively as ~n anti-wind 
erosion measure in strip cropping patterns. Pasture includes 
harvested and non~harvested oats and other natural grasses which 
mayor may not be grazed. The agricultural practices are in-
fluenced to some extent by remnant glacial features, such as 
potholes and till knobs. Potholes create areas of poor drainage 
which become marshy during stages of evaporation after the rainy 
season. Sections of patchy bare soil (till knobs) produce a 
mottled effect in the appearance of the landscape. 
The management practices and physical environmental factors 
of this area comprise a landscape system of varying spectral res-
ponses. Explanation Of the spectral variability will be attempted 
through the testing initially of three environmental/management 
parameters as separate ground truth systems: tillage direction, 
- 2? 
, , 
r ' 
r 
, , 
~, e 
planting date, and soil type. 
To date, the three ground truth files have been constructed 
1n preparation for computer classification of the multi-spectral 
scanner data. The ground truth management system used in this 
study is a computerized geographic information system developed 
in cooperation with GISS. 1 
Continuing work on this experiment involves computer classi-
fication using each of the three ground truth systems in order 
to determine the relative influence of each environmental and 
agro-management parameter on classification accuracy for the 
land cover classification categories. The classification pro-
cedure is as follows: 
1) Flight line 1 was selected as the training area. An 
unsupervised classification is performed on this data in 
order to derive spectral signatures for each individual 
. land cover category. The ground truth arrays are used to 
"mask" the data. For example, to determine the signature 
of the "wheat-soil type A" category, only pixels in that 
category, as defined by the ground truth, are used in the 
classification routine. 
2" Once signatures are established for each combination 
of crop type and management or envionmental parameter 
value, all signatures for land cover categories in a single 
management or environmental parameter {e.g., soil typ~} are 
simultaneously applied to the entire training area in a su-
pervised classification mode to determine classification 
decision criteria. Flight lines 2 and 3 are then classified 
using these signatures and their associated decision criteria 
as established from the training data. 
1See Coiner, J. C. and Ungar, S. G., "Ground Truth Management System to 
Support Multispectral Scanner (MSS) Digital Analysis." Proceedings of the 
ASP-ASCM Joint Annual Meeting, Washington, D. C., February 27 - March 5, 1977. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
Agriculture is one of this nation's most important 
industries. It is also one of the prime activities through 
which man modifies the natural ecosystems of the earth. It is 
therefore of tremendous importance that decision makers in 
business and government have an accurate picture of the state 
of agricultural production from season to season and of the 
long-range trends in different agricultural regions. This 
paper will explore the possibilities of monitoring agricul-
tural systems change with LAN DSA'l' data and \\'ill discuss the 
results of one attempt using data from southern New Jersey. 
Why Monitor Regional Agriculture? 
The ability to detect and measure agricultural change 
allows a geographer to assess the impact of new land uses 
on the social and business community and on the environment 
of a particular region. There are a nunmer of reasons for 
investigatin~J the type and amount of agricultural change 
which may be, occurring. First, there are the economic con-
consider2.tions. Local agribusiness must identify regional 
trends in order to anticipate future demands of specialized 
services. A fertilizer manufacturer must knO\,," what crops 
are gaining in importance so that he can plan the production, 
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distribution, and storage of his product. A dealer in farm 
machinery would be interested in agricultural trends to aid 
in planning for future machine inventory and maintenance 
demands. Builders of storage and marketing facilities 
monitor regions undergoing conversion of cropping systems to 
ettable them bo provide necessary warehousing.
l Conunodity 
brokers, wholesalers, and retailers have an interest in how 
agricultural change will affect prices. Local governments 
use agricultural statistics to establish assessment values 
and tax rates. 
Secondly, environment~l conditions are affected by 
agricultural change. Different cropping systems require 
different types of fertilizer, herbicide, and pesticide which 
affect the environment when used and, perhaps, for a long 
time afterward. Irrigation practices can affect groundwater 
supplies or alter flow in streams. In addition, certain crops 
can encourage or discourage organisms from entering a parti-
cular environment. 
1 . 1 . ~ d . . H~ll .... Rowley et a ., ~n ~Improve Resource Use Dec~s~ons 
2 
and Actions through Remote Sensing," National Aeronautics and 
~pace Administration Earth Resources Survey Symposium (Houston: 
Na tional Aeronautics and Space Adrninis tra tion., June 1975), 
1747-1768, note that for economic and technical effective-
ness processing facilities for beans, corn and small grains 
should be located very close to areas of high production. 
Specifically their report states ". • • in the past, elevator 
location decisions were a 'hit-or-miss' process based mainly 
on subjective and unscientific procedures and criteria. Crop 
Reporting Service statistics regularly indicate production 
totals by counties. However, elevator service areas, with a 
radius of 13 to 16 kilometers, are areas substantially smaller 
than a county, and many include parts of more than one county." 
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LANDSA'f as u t-ionitoring Tool 
Since agriculture represents a renewable reSource 
whose cycle of rene,\labili ty can be .:.\s short as b\lo months, 
monitoring the resource is an onerous and expensive task. 
Traditional methods of data collection such as ground 
surveys and aerial photographs are more appropriate for 
3 
slowly changing phenomena, for example, nonrene\1able resources, 
() 
o 
geologic features, or certain 17esidential areas. "Moni toring" 
has been described as the process of "obtaining a new inven-
tory periodically. ,,1 LANDSATs I and II, earth l:-esources 
satellites maintained by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, offer a means to collect data periodically 
at little expense to the user. Between 1972 and 1975, a 
LANDSA'f satellite. passed over the same locale every eighteen 
days and fronl January 1975 through most of 1976, every nine 
days. It is, therefore, well suited for monitoring a seasonal 
resource such as agriculture. 
Were LANDSAT used to monitor regional agriculture, it 
cotlld prove very economical for the agribusiness conmmnity. 
A recent study estimates that the improved information capa-
bilities afforded by LANDSAT could benefit the United States 
annually a sum of $200 to $250 million for \1heat, $50 to 
lRobert N. ColwGll, "Introduction," in Manual of Remote 
Sensing, ed. Robert G. Reeves (:Falls Church, Virginia: 
American Society of Photogrammetry, 1975), p. 2. 
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$100 million for corn, and $6 to $11 m
illion for soybeans, 
"using cOll$ervative assumptions on expecte
d LANDSAT system 
performance. ,,1 
The methodology proposed in this pap
er is tested on an 
area in southern New Jersey, where 
it is known that a change 
in land use is occurring due to the 
loss of a specific 
market. An indicator is developed w
hich separates two 
agricultural systems in order that t
he change from one to 
the other may be detected. Should t
he monitoring of agricul-
tural transition in New Jersey prov
e feasible, it may be 
extended to other agriCUltural regio
ns which arc currently 
undergoing rapid change. 
1Econ , Incorporated, Economic Dene
fi ts of l:mproved J,nfor-
mation 01'1 Worldwide Crop Produ-ction 
(I.vashl.ngton, D.C.': NASA 
SCientific and '1'echnical Information
 E'acility, N77-22003, 
NASA-CR-152657, 1977), p. iii. 
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AREA OF INVESTIGATION 
Location and General Characteristics 
For this experiment a 13,675 hectare (approximately 
34,000 acres) area in southern New Jersey was chosen, an 
area which is known to be under considerable pressure to 
adjust to new agricultural circumstances. Map 1 shows the 
approximate location of the study area, which is located about 
40 kilometers south of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and 15 
kilometers we~t of Vineland, New Jersey. Map 2 shows more 
specifically the area which is being analyzed. 
This specific region lies in both Salem and Cumber-
land counties, within the Upper Pittsgrove and Alloway 
townships in Salem County and the Upper Deerfield Township 
in Cumberland County. Upper Pittsgrove and Alloway are in the 
central portion of Salem County. The landscape is gently 
rolling, underlain by geologic formations of loosely con-
solidated sedimentary deposits. Soils in ~he parts of these 
townships which are in our test area belong to a soil asso-
ciation that is silty, well-drained to poorly drained, nearly 
level to gently sloping. l In 1953 this part of Salem County 
lU.S., Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation 
Service, New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Soil 
Survey of Salem County, New Jersey, by Van R. Powley ----
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1969) p. 5. 
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was characterized by "dairy-cash crop and corporation vegetable 
farming on heavy textured soils."l Personal observations in 
1976 reveal that the Salem County section of the test site is 
dominated by corn, wheat, soybeans, potatoes, orchards, 
pastures, and nurseries. 
Upper Deerfield Township in Cumberland County is immedi-
ately south of the area just described. Its topography and 
soils share the same general properties. Most of that part 
of the township which is in the study area is very well suited 
for agriculture. In 1974, 5,158 hectares (12,746 acres) in 
the Upper Deerfield were devoted to agriculture. 2 Until 1976 
vegetables dominated the agriculture in the township; beginning 
1976 corn and soybeans replaced vegetables as the dominant crop. 
Recent Agricultural History 
Agricul ture and food pro.cessing combine to form New 
Jersey's largest industry.3 The position of the state in the 
Boston-to-~lashington urban sprawl along the east coast of the 
United States affects its agriculture both positively and 
negatively. The advantages of its position are obvious in 
that it lies in close proximity to urban centers which serve 
lLeonard Zobler, "Man-Land Relations in Salem County, 
New Jersey" (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1953), 
p. 193. 
2Cumber1and County Planning Board, Land Use: Existing 
Patterns and Environmental Characteristics, Upper Deerfield 
Tmvnship, Cumberland County, New Jersey (Bridgeton, New Jersey: 
Upper Deerfield Township Planning Board, 1974), p. 35. 
3Donald Janson, "State to Gauge Pollution in Hope of 
Easing Curbs," New York Times, 16 January 1976, p. 63. 
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~ as its markets for both fresh and proce
ssed foods. The state 
has been known for many years for i.
.ts "commercial gardening 
and fruit culture."l On the other 
hand, the nearness to 
urban centers increases the problem
s of taxation, labor, 
8 
development, and environment, many 
of which result from compe-
titian with urban centers for a com
parable standard of living. 
These problems have had two effects
 on New Jersey agriculture: 
(1) the abandonment of farming and the sello
ut to industry and hous-
ing development, and (2) a gradual change fr
om labor·-intensive 
systems (for example, vegetables and fruits)
 to more mechanized 
farming (such as wheat, corn, and soybeans)
. 
Over the past few years, the state'
s total area in vege-
tables has declined whereas total a
rea in wheat, corn, and 
soybeans, has increased.
2 The area harvested in Cumberland 
and Salem counties for selected fie
ld crops is detailed in 
Table 1. These latter crops have a
lways played a part in the 
New Jersey agricultural system, but
 their recent areal increase 
is indicative of a sta.te\·dde trend. 
Table 2 shows the decline 
lThis type of farming is described a
s "highly intensive 
cultivation .•• small land area w
i,th large yields of food 
• • • heavily fertilized • . . labo
r intensive . . . operations 
do not require large or numerous bu
ilding" in Vernor C. Finch 
et al., Efements of Geography, 4th 
ed. (New York: McGraw Hill 
Book Company, 1957), p. 591. 
2New Jersey, Department of Agricult
ure, New Jersey Crop 
Reporting Service, New Jersey Agric
ultural Statistics, August 
1977. 
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TABLE 1 
AREA HARVESTED IN HECTA
RES--SELECTED FIELD CROPS
 
CUMBERLAND AND SALEM COU
NTIES, ~97~-1976l 
County/Year 
Corn Wheat 
Soybeans 
Cumberland 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
Salem 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
~,290 
1,150 
1,320 
1,340 
1,460 
2,020 
5,260 
4,130 
4,740 
5,020 
5,220 
6,480 
930 
1,290 
1,620 
1,940 
2,270 
2,350 
1,34C 
1,660 
1,990 
3,360 
3,160 
3,320 
1,170 
1,170 
1,340 
1,700 
1,900 
3,040 
2,020 
2,430 
2,910 
3,640 
3,850 
5,950 
SOURCE: Nevl Jersey, Dep
artment of Agriculture, 
New Jersey 
Crop Reporting Service, 
Nevi Jersey Agricultural 
Statistics, 
August 1972, August 1975
, August 1976, August 197
'7. 
1The area harvested in h
ectares has been calcu1a
tea by the 
author, using the convers
ion factor of 1 acre = .
40468564 hectares, 
from information on acre
s harvested provided in 
the NJDA sources. 
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Year 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
o 
TABLE 2 
AREA HARVESTED IN HECTARES--ALL COMMERCIAL VEGETABLES 
STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
1971-19761 
For Fresh 
Market 
24,140 
24,120 
22,610 
20,850 
19,280 
19,850 
For 
Processing 
13,400 
12,300 
12,970 
13,800 
11,080 
5,700 
Tota1 2 
37,540 
36,420 
35,580 
34,650 
30,360 
25,550 
SOURCE: New Jersey, Department of Agriculture, New Jersey Crop 
Reporting Service, New Jersey Agricultural Statistics, August 1977. 
1The area harvested in hecta.res has been calculated by the author, 
using the conversion factor of 1 acre = .40468564 hectares, from infor-
mation on acres harvested proved in the NJDA sources. 
2The amount listed in the "Total" column is the sum of hectares 
listed in the previous two columns. 
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in hectares harvested for commercial vegetables, both fresh 
n\arket and processing. l From this table it appears that the 
processing vegetables have undergone the more severe drop. 
Economic and environmental pressures have forced many members 
11 
of the vegetable processing community in Ne,,, Jersey to move 
their operations elsewhere. In recent yea.rs, the Del l-10nte Cor-
poration, P. F. Ritter (Curtis-Burns Corporation), and the 
Seabrook Foods Corporation have ceased purchasing New Jcrsey-
gro\"n pl~oduce. 2 Ne'" Jersey farmers have had oi tIler to find 
11ew markets or ne\'1 crops; if they choose tho latter alternative, 
field crops arc often the most suitable because (1) a fa.rmer 
can ea.sily convert to this labor-extensive syst:om and (2) wheat, 
so~'beans, c:md C017n have been drawing nt'} increasingly higher 
price on the market (wheat and corn dropped in 1977). 
The approximately 14,000 hectares '''hich comprise the 
test area for this study lie' in and around the areu formel:ly 
farmed by Seabrook Farms, Incorporated, which closed its 
lrfhese figures \"ere also obtuined from New Jen:osel. 
1\gd.C\lltm:nl Statistics (1977). I-t was notecf"'that there was 
a sigl'l,ificnnt discl::ep~ncy bu't,,,e€.ln data reported for the yonrs 
1971 -through 1976 in each year's report. For aXalTlple Ne,,, 
Jel:~1\gl:-icult\1.ral Stutj.stics (1972) reports that:. acres 
har\telstQ(l for all cOl\ln\Cl:,iciCll vegetablos :cor processing nn10unted 
to 42,420. In 1976 Sta·tistics report:s 43,420, nnc.1 in 1977 it 
reports 33,120. That the latost figures are supposed to be 
the most mCGurate (according to the NC\V' Jersey Crop Reporting 
Service) :i.mplies tha.t it took six ye~u::s to fil),d a 10, OOO~ncre 
erl:Ol:.', nn exrOr amounting to one-third the ClCl:cagc in thClt 
categol:Y. It seems tho. t LANDSAT acreage esti1l1n.l:ors would bo 
more efficient in this regard. 
200nald Janson, "Seabrook Farms' Plun to End ProcQssing 
of Vegetables is 'l'ermod. a I Disaster, ,n NQ\V' York Times, 
G January 1976, p. 67. 
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fresh vegetable processing plant in Cumberland County in March 
1976. 1 This meant that 1,485 hectares (3,670 acres) of their 
owp and 8,100 hectares (20,000 acres) under contract with 150 
farmers would. be released from their current land uses. All 
1,485 hectares farmed by Seabrook are included in the test area 
except for a small area. surrounding the town of Seabrook itself. 
Also included are privately owned farms, most of which operated 
independently of Seabrook; these are included as a comparison 
to the Seabrook land which had been completely devoted to 
vegetables. 
The departure of one processor does not ordinarily sig-
nify a trend; however, in this case the reasons given for 
such action relate to regional and state problems and are 
similar in nature to those expressed by Ritter and Del Monte. 
The president of Seabrook Farms, James M. Seabrook, cited the 
following causes for the January 1976 decision: 
a) The fringe benefits to labor in New Jersey are higher 
than in the other states where the company operates 
b) The farmers' prices for the growth and delivery 
of vegetables are higher in New Jersey than elsewhere 
c) The environmental requirements posed by state law are 
difficult to implement; for example, the Department of Environ-
mental Protection refused a request to burn high-sulphur fuel 
oil, a measure which Seabrook and others considered necessary 
IA repackaging plant and warehouse are still maintained 
by the Seabrook Farms Division of Seabrook Foods, Atlanta, 
Georgia, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Springs Mills, Inc. The 
plant and warehouse now handle only bulk frozen produce, 
however, which has been grown and packed elsewhere. 
:j 
j 
1 
o 
economically 
d) New Jersey is less pioneering in its research into 
vegetable problems than California and other states
l 
e) energy is less costly in other states. 
2 
It appears, then, that the Seabrook action, along with 
those of Ritter and Del Monte before it, are part of a larger 
agricultural change occurring in the state. As James M. 
Seabrook conunented on the situation in January 1976, "The 
future is bleak for vegetable farmers in New Jersey.,,3 
lThis point is debatable. C. W. Thornthwaite did pio-
neering work in microclimatology and irrigation of vegetables 
in conjunction with Seabrook Farms in the 1950s. See, for 
example, C. W. Thornthwaite, Climate and Scientific Irrigation 
in New Jersey, The Johns Hopkins University Laboratory of 
Climatology PUblications in Publications in Climatology, 
vol. 6, no. 1 (Seabrook, New Jersey, 1953). Also, see works 
by others, both in the 1950s and more recently, such as J. J. 
Higgins, Instn,lctions for ~laking Phenological Observations 
13 
of Garden Peas, The Joh11S HOP.kins University Laboratory of Clim
a-
tology Publications in Climatology, Vol. 5, no. 2 (Seabrook, 
New Jersey, 1952): David K. Robertson, Ground Water Availa-
bility in Southern New Jersey, C. W. Thornthwaite Associates 
Publications in Climatology, Vol. 26, no. 1 (Elmer, New 
Jersey, 1973); and J. R. Mather, Estimation of Areal Average 
Precipi tation Using Different Neb-Jork Densities and Averaging 
Techniques, C. W. Thornthwaite Associates Publications in 
Climatology, vol. 28, no. 2 (Elmer, New Jersey, 1975). 
2 Janson, "Disaster," p. 67. 
3Ibid • 
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This being the case, it is imperative
 that mO'nitoring of 
New Jersey agriculture be undertaken 
so that the social and 
business communities are prepared to 
accommodate the transi-
tiol1. Traditional methods must be re
lied upon for 110\"; but 
the New Jersey example pOints out the
 potential usefulness of 
a fast and inexpensive method. Mode
rn datu collection tools, 
such uS the Ml.'lltispectl:al Scanner des
cril)cd below, are used 
in this study to devalop such as the 
Multispectrul Scanner 
described below, are used in this stu
dy to develop such a 
method. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ! ... ANDSAT SENSOR AND 
THE DATA IT OFE'ERS 
LANDSAT I and II serve as platforms for a particular 
remote sensing device,l the multispectral scanner (MSS). 
The MSS consists of four sets of detectors which scan the 
earth as the satellite passes in its sun-synchronous orbit.
2 
Each set of detectors is sensitive to a different portion of 
the solar radiation reflected from tl.e ground object. 
Table 3 lists the four bands of the MSS and the portions of 
the electromagnetic spectrum to which each is sensitive. 
Recipients of energy from the sun may reflect, transmit, or 
absorb (and then re-emit) the sun's energy. '.rhis applies to 
both targets on the earth's surface and particles in the 
atmosphere. The MSS measures mainly the reflected energy 
from both these recipients.
3 
lOther instruments use LANDSAT as a platform but are 
not discussed here. 
2"Sun synchronous" is defined as "as an Earth satellite 
orbit in which the orbital plane is near polar and the 
altitude such that the satellite passes over all places on 
Earth having the same latitude twice daily at the same local 
sun time,lt in American Society of Photogrammetry, Hanual of 
Remote Sensing, pp. 2105-2106. 
3During daylight hours, reflected energy dominates 
radiation returned to space from Earth until about 3 micro-
meters, when emitted radiation begins to dominate, according 
to John Estes, Urmaging with Photographic and Nonphotographic 
Sensor Systems : in Remote Sensing, eds. John E. Estes and 
Leslie N. Senger (Santa Barbara:- Hamilton Publishing Co., 
1974), p. 36. 
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TADr.,E 3 
TilE FOUR BANDS OF'l'HE ~, THEIR CORRESPONDING 
liAVELENGTH INTERVALS IN HICROnE1l'ERS AND 
THEIR COMMON NAt-mS 
MSS Wavelen9:th COIlU110n 
Interval Name 
-
1 0.5 
-
0.6 Green 
2 0.6 - 0.7 Red 
3 0.7 - 0.8 First Ncar-
Infrared 
4 0.8 - 1.1 Second Near-
lnfrared 
LANDSAT data products arc of t\\'o general types, namely, 
imagery and digital tapes. 'l'he. first, imagery, is a remote 
sensing term which includes both photographic and nonphoto-
graphic (but photograph-liked. prodncts of sensing instruments t 
from cameras to radar. In this study \V'e use imagery only as 
a locating tool. LANDSAT imagery is a pictorial display much 
like an aerL'll photograph but produced from digital data 
acgtlil:ed on.e scan line at a time. Data represent amount of 
16 
radiation J:eflet'ted from the ground, and intervals of reflectance 
are assigned gray tones depending on this amount. In this 
study f illlagery is used as a device to associate pOl:tions of 
the dig j. tal data with known g:r t HU1<l Hreas. bigi tal information 
displayed as imagery allows Oll<:a to use the shape and COl1text 
of certain parts of the data to ascertain the gn')und f~a,tllres 
,\'ith which the data are associated. For example, if one 
r r i Irt-· t 
L 
intends to analyze a ground area just east of a river, one 
would first examine imagery to determine the location of the 
river, easily discernible by the linear, dendritic pattern 
formed by the riverine vege.ta tion which borders it. One would 
then know the approximate coordinates of the area on the 
digital tape. Digital tapes are our main source of data 
for analysis. 
The word "digital" here implies numbers assigned to 
physical entities. In LANDSAT data the physical entity with 
which one works is a parcel of ground surface. The smallest 
ground area for which reflection is measured--that ground area 
to which a number is assigned--is approximately .464 hectares 
or 60 by 76 meters on a side. This unit of ground area is 
called a "pixel" ("picture element") when referring to the 
data. The same pixel is represented in four bands; in other 
words, four measurements are 'made for each pixel, or .464 
hectares. See Figure 1 for a diagrammatic representation of 
this. 
The spectral response of a pixel is shown in bar graph 
form in Figure 2. This is important because the shape of 
a pixel's spectral response curve may be associated with a 
particular type of land cover. In addition, aggregations of 
pixels may be spatially related to the same land cover class 
. (for example, the numerous pixels in a large agricultural 
field) and thus have similar spectral response curves. 
Generally, digital analysis of LANDSAT data in agriculture 
involves clustering pixels into areal units associated with 
different crop types. In this experiment, however, the 
!- r -.0 -1 --:::';;:-1 -":'-::-:!:-------,------~ 1" "~""'-~-r-----' ,--~-,--.... _· ___ r· __ • 
j ~ .......... - .... -,.- - --, ~-.---- -- --.- •• - - • 
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20 
areal unit is not one associated with a homogeneous crop class, 
derived from pixel similarities, but a unit of larger dimensions 
composed of 1280 pixels. such an aggregation may include many 
agricultural fields and several crop classes. The purpose 
of aggregating a number of fields into one unit is to facili-
tate a large area monitoring operation--as for the globe--in 
which field-by-field analysis would be too time-consuming and 
expensive. The units used, here called "quads" (a software 
term used at the Institute for Space Studies, Earth Resources 
Program, to describe a 40 by 32 array of LANDSAT data), consist 
of 1,280 pixels or 595 hectares. Figure 3 shows four gray 
scales (corresponding to four bands) for one quad of 1,280 
pixels in the test area. Gray scales, like imagery, are 
simple displays of digital data in which gray tones, achieved 
by character overprinting, are associated wi th discrete inter-
vals of energy responses--bright with high responses, dark 
with low responses. For example, the printed character in the 
upper left hand corner of each gray scale represent the 
radiance/response for the same ground parcel in each band. 
The gray scales are shown here to give a visual impression 
of the data and the quad size. 
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EXPERU1ENTAL DESIGN 
Theory 
The purpose of the work described herein is to detect 
agricul tural systems change by sepal.~ating two agricultural 
systems, corporate vegc·table farming and field cropping, in 
order that the transition from the former to the latter may 
be detected. DeSchlippe describes "agricultural systems" 
in terms of four characteristics, t\~O of which serve as the 
basis for this study, namely: 
(1) land utilization in space (pattern of field 
types on their respective ecological back-
ground) 
(2) land utilization in time (pseudorotations)l 
(The other two Characteristics involve labor and nutrition, 
which are not appropriate in a remote sensing context.) 
This experiment traces land utilization over time in area 
where b<lo agrictlltural systems exist in close proximity, 
each imposing a different pattern on the soil background. 
With respect to "land utilization in time," crop 
calendars vary for each type of agricultural system. For 
example, vegetables are planted mainly during the warmer 
months, whereas \~inter grains are planted in the Fall. 
lPierre DeSchlippe, Shifting Cultivation in Africa 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1956), p. 238. 
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Figures 4 and 5 show the planting and harvesting dates for 
both field crops and vegetables respectively. Table 4 shows 
the approximate periods of peak growth for a variety of crops, 
calculated from Fi9ure 4 for field crops and from a list of 
planting and harvesting dates used at Seabrook Farms.
l It 
appears from this list that the actively photosynthesizing 
period for vegetables extends later into the Fall than it 
does for field crops. Winter grains are seeded in October 
and do not make an impact on land cover until early November. 
Vegetables ana field crops have somewhat different cyclical 
patterns, and this method attempts to trace these cycles over 
time. 
With respect to "land utilization in space," field crops 
and vegetables impose different percentages of canopy cover 
on the land. The influence of exposed soil on a spectral 
response is discussed below. 
Surface features influence the amount of solar energy 
reflected in-to space from the earth to an earth-oriented sensor. 
Vegetation, soil, exposed rock, and water reflect energy 
differently in each spectral band. In the agricultural area 
under examination in this paper, vegetation and soil are 
the most dominant surface features. Although vegetation types 
differ in their spectral response curves, they do exhibit 
general characteristics distinct from other types of land cover. 
lInformation received from Mr. Val Perri, Seabrook Farms, 
Inc., August 4, 1977. 
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Soybeans 
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Vegetables 
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Spring 
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Spring 
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TABLE 4. PEAK GROWTH PERIODS OF 
FIELD CROPS AND VEGETABLES 
Apr May Jun Jul 
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Actively photosynthesizing plants are characterized by a 
relatively large amount of near infrared reflectance (Bands 3 
and 4 on the HSS) and a relatively small amount of red reflec-
tance (Band 2 on the MSS). Soils exhibit spectral patterns 
distinct from vegetation although they also differ among them-
selves. Generally spectral response curves of soils are rather 
flat in the visible region with a decrease in reflectance in 
the near infrared. The reflectivity of soils in the visible 
is also dependent upon soil color--a lighter soil will be more 
reflective than a darker one. l The coastal plain soils in the 
test area are rather bright and will therefore be very influ-
ential on the visible bands' spectral responses . 
The increase in near infrared reflectance which occurs 
as green plants develop is associated with the maturation of 
the plant leaf. Simply described, the structure of a plant 
leaf, from upper to lower layer, consists of cuticle, upper 
epidermis, mesophyll (palisade ~arenchyma, then spongy paren-
chyma), lower epidermis, and cuticle. The maturation of plant 
leaves is accompanied by an increase in the nUmber of inter-
cellular air spaces in the spongy mesophyll layer. The cell 
IS. J. Kristof and M. F. Baumgardner, "Change of Multi-
spectral Soil Patterns with Increasing Crop Canopy," LARS 
Information Note 102372, (West Lafayette, Indiana: The 
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing, Purdue UniVer-
sity, 1972), p. 16 . 
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walls of the spongy parenchyma act as mUltiple reflectors of 
near infrared radiation. As Gates describes it, 
A small amount of light is reflected from the 
leaf cuticle; much is transmitted into the 
spongy mesophyll, where the rays have frequent 
encounters with the cell walls • • • The multiple 
reflection is essentially a "random walk" as 
the rays frequently change direction within 
the leaf. l 
The reduced atllourit of reflected radiation in the red 
band is due to the absorption of light in the .6 to .7 micro-
meter region by chlorophyll-a, the major pigment involved in 
photosynthesis. Five photoreceptive structures are found in 
plants as follows: grana-containing chloroplasts, grana-free 
2 
chloroplasts, chromatoplasm, chromatophores, and free grana. 
The grana-containing chloroplasts are most common in higher 
plants and are commonly found in the palisade layer. (In 
plants where the mesophyll is undifferentiated, such as in 
corn and other grasses, cells'containing chloroplasts are 
found in herbaceous stems, twigs, and unripe fruits. 3 ) Light 
enters the leaf and certain portions of its spectrum are 
IDavid M .. Gates, "Physical and Physiological Properties 
of Plants," in Remote Sensing (Washington, D.C.: National 
Academy, 1970), pp. 226-227. 
2J • B. Thomas, Primar Photoprocesses in Biolog , 
(Amsterdam: North Holland Publishing Co., 1965 , pp. 127-135. 
3Carl L. Wilson and Walter E. Loomis, notallY, 4th ed. 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967), p. 86. 
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0 absorbed as light reaches the palisade layer. Green light is 
absorbed as well as red but in lesser amounts: for example, 
Wilson and Loomis report the average leaf absorption of light 
in the green-yellow region (.5 to .6 micrometers) is 68 percent 
while that in the orange-red (.6 to .7 micrometers) is 78 
percent. 1 Thus, in the NSS data, a decrease in reflection 
will occur in Band 2 with respect to Bands 1, 3, and 4 in 
pixels dominated by actively photosynthesizing vegetation. 
As a plant approaches senescence, the chlorophyll-a deteri-
orates and absorption decreases. 2 
Because leaves reflect increasing amounts of near-
infrared light as they mature and because the pigmented parts 
of the mesophyll reflect decreasing amounts of visible light 
as chlorophyll increases, the amount of reflectance in Bands 
2 and 4 would be a good indicator of vigorous vegetative 
cover. In this study, the ratio of Band 4 (second near-
infrared) over Band 2 (red) is used as an indicator. Since 
an increase in Band 4 is associated with a decrease in Band. 
2, a ratio of the two bands is more sensitive to ':''''getation' 
changes than, for example, one band alone. Simi J -!r ratios 
IWilson and Loomis, Botany, p. 93. 
2For examples of reflectance spectra of plants in vivo 
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at all stages of growth see S. G.Ungar, r\1. Collins, J:' Coiner, 
et al., preparers, Atlas of Selected Crop Spectra, Imperial 
Valley, California (New York: NASA Institute for Space Studies, 
1977). 
.......... 
~~! 
1 have been used previously in remote sensing work. 
Plotting the ratio of Band 4 to Band 2 on the y-axis 
a9ai.nst time on the x-axis for a specific 595-hectare ground 
area, the quad, yields a curve for each of the four years of 
the study, similar to the diagram below. 
Band 4/ Band 2 
TIME 
It is hypothesized that a change in the shape of a plot, such 
as a shift in the peaks, from one year to the nex~ represents 
a chaLge in agricultural system because of the different 
temporal g.rowth patterns of vegetable and field crops. The 
, 
year 1976 is particulary impor·tant in the Seabrook area 
because of the land use change described earlier~ a sharp 
departure from the curves of the three previous years would 
indico7lte a rapid adjustment to the Seal;rook Farms' decision to 
cease farming and processing. 
1S . . 
ee, aga1n, Kr1stof and Baumgardner, "Multispectral 
Soil Patterns," and also Eugene L. Maxwell, "Multivariate 
System Analysis of Multispectral Imagery," Photograrnmetric 
Engineering and Remote Sensing 42 (September 1976): 1173-1186. 
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Although measurements of reflected energy are made at 
approximately the same time of day, the sun elevation at a 
specific latitude at a given hour changes throughout the year. 
To account for this variation, a sun elevation correction 
factor was introduced which adjusts all measurements to a 
solar angle of 900 through the equation 
I 
= 
sun elevation 
correction factor 
sin (sun elevation) 
In addition, the use of the Band 4/Band 2 ratio reduces 
solar angle differences as well as signal fluctuations and 
differences attributable to changing atmospheric conditions 
by using a relative measure, a ratio. 
Description of Method 
The analysis employs dig'i tal LANDSAT data and relies 
upon, as support materials, LANDSAT imagery, aerial photo-
graphy, United States Geological Survey maps, Seabrook Farms 
Corporation maps, and ground-collected information. 
Although LANDSAT data are available for passes made 
every eighteen days from July 1972 to January 1975 and every 
nine days from January 1975 through most of 1976, not all of 
it is useable. Weather conditions such as thick haze or cloud 
cover over the study area make certain passes unuseable for 
analysis. Other technical problems occasionally preclude the 
transformation of data from certain passes into computer 
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4ft compatible tapes. Out of 119 possible coverages, 26 acquisi-
tions (or 22 percont) were found to be useable in this study. i;.-' 
o 
All 26 scenes are preprocessed for geometric correction and 
rectification to a Universal Transverse. Mercator grid.
l 
Imagery is used initially to choose suitable passes and 
to geographically identify the corresponding digital data. A 
block of data over a geographic area of approximately 34,225 
square kilometers (13,225 square miles) is called a "scene," 
and each data tape contains information from an entire scene. 
2 
From each scene t,,,enty-four smaller areas of 595 hectares 
(1400 acres) arc used as the basic unit of analysis. It was 
felt that this unit \l7as suitable for the long-run objective 
of the study--to simulate global monitoring. As well, the 
unit conformed to certain technical restraints in the computer 
programs \1711ich are used in support of the project. Each set 
of twenty-four areas, called "quads," is registered spatially 
from date to date. Therefore the study concerns the change 
in reflectance of twenty-four identical areas over the course 
of four yoars--1973 through 1976. Map 3 shO\"s the spatial 
distribut.ion of the t.wenty-four quads in the study. 
lFor a description of geometric correction and recti-
fication, sec Ralph Bernst.ein and Dallmn G. }rcrneyhough, Jr., 
"Digit.al Image Processing," Photogrummetric Engineering and 
Remote S0nsinSf 41 (December 1975) :1465-1476. 
2For a list of LANDSAT tapes used in this study, see 
Table 6 in the Appendix. 
L" , . ~-....L·'·~r 'M"'7 q liit~"'t-"t ~?,....-~-,...,.,~"-:::;. Mo., 
liiiiiaFiFY ~,.--w··;,,~m· ; .. *..:.6-._._'::"J&~_' _ ~_ ,. 
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·of the Twenty-four Quads Used in the Study. 
!~;; .... , 
i"'-.,-, 
A classification routine developed at the Institute for 
Space Studies was used to obtain a nominal spectral response 
for each quad. l Normally, this routine is used to delimit 
clusters of pixels which have similar response curves. In 
this study, however, the object was to delimit one single 
cluster for each quad into which approximately 95 percent of 
the pixels fall, regardless of similarities. This percentage 
waschosen to filter out highly reflective, exotic pixels 
which might influence the quad's spectral response dispropor-
tionately. The classification routine is applied to twenty-
four quads from each of twenty-six passes to obtain 624 charac-
teristic spectral responses in four bands. 
For each pass over each quad, the reflectance measured 
in Bands 4 and 2 is ratioed, and this ratio is then plotted 
against time on the y-axis, with time on the x-axis. 
lBoth the classification routine and the method of establishing the nominal values for each cluster are des-cribed in Stephen G. Ungar, "A Color Vector Classification Algorithm," (in preparation). Dr. Ungar is Director, Earth Resources Program, NASA Institute for Space Studies, New York, New York 10025. 
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RESULTS 
The results of this study are shown graphically in 
Figures 6a through 6x, which display the Band 4/Band 2 ratios 
over four years for each quad. The exact date of the LANDSAT 
pass whose data was used to determine each ratio is found either 
above or below the po:tnt corresponding to its ratio. The Band 4/ 
~;<,nd 2 ratio performs as was expected in that the results show 
that in all quads there is a general correspondence between the 
variation in the ratio with time and the variation in the ground 
truth and reference data. There is a depression in the ratio in 
the late Fall and late Winter-early Spring months and 
during the major planting, early growth, and harvesting 
periods due to lack of vigorous plant cover. 'rhe timing of these 
periods is documented by persc;mal observations during the s~~ason 
of 1976, discussions with farmers, a four-year file of general 
c~opping conditions in New Jersey compiled from the Weekly Wea-
ther and Crop Bullet.in, 1 the crop cycle calendars sho\'1n in Figures 
4 and 5, and information obtained from Seabrook Farms. In addi-
tion, the two agricultural systems under study, vegetables and 
field crops, performed differently in their ratio plots. The 
twenty-four graphs follow, after which the results are described 
more fully. 
lU.S., Department of Commerce, environmental Data Service, 
and Department of Agriculture, Statist:i.cal Reporting Service, 
~~ly Weather and Cro)? Bulletin (Washington, D.C.: 1973 through 
1976) • 
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Comparison of Quads to Each Other 
Though the discrepancy in the dates of data acquisition 
from year to year makes statistical comparisons of the four 
curves of a quad with each other difficult, it is possible to 
compare statistically the curves of "vegetable" quads with 
those of "field crop" quads. Two such quads are shown in 
Figure 7. These quads, numbers 2 and 23, were chosen to 
represent field crops and vegetables, respectively, from per-
sanally collected ground truth information and maps from 
Seabrook Farms. Figure 7 overlays the two types of systems so 
that their differences are readily observable. Table 7 in the 
Appendix lists the exact differences between the ratiosi 
generally, they are most distinct in July and August, with an 
occasional distinction in April, May, and June. 
The calculation of the Band 4/Band 2 ratio was extended 
to eighteen other quads labelled either vegetable or field 
crop based on the information at hand. Using the nonparametric 
Mann-Whitney "U" test, the two groups were tested for differences. l 
The means of the 'cwo groups were significantly different on 
data from nine of the blenty-six acquisitions, with at least 
a 95 percent level of confidence. Seven of these nine passes 
were during July and August. Again the summer months show a 
significant divergence bebveen agricultural systems. The "U" 
scores for each date are listed in the Appendix in Table 8. 
ISidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1956), pp. 116-127. 
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61 
Although the ratios tend to show differences at a specific 
time of year, the reason proposed for these differences has 
more to do with land utilization practices in space rather 
than ill time. The curves diverge \V'i thin the summer months 
when both field crops and vegetables are at a maximum, perhaps 
the very time \I[hen convergence would be expected if one con-
sidered crop cycles alone. Field crops tend to be in full 
canopy during July and August whereas vegetables tend to have 
less canopy cover with rows being separated by strips of soil. 
The large amount of exposed soil decreases the Band 4/Band 2 
ratio, and this is evident in the figure. 
Curve separations or similarities may also be related to 
meteorological event.s which immediately precede data acquisition • 
For example, the LANDSAT pass during the Summer of 1975 
(August 2) occurred ten to fifteen days after a series of 
severe storms destroyed crops in the southern New Jersey region. 
On Figure 7, this event is reflected in the similarity of the 
two plots of 1975 during the Summer, when they would be expected 
to diverge. 
The ratios for the year 1976 do not behave differently 
from those of the preceding years. Two explanations are pos-
sible, namely (1) the transition from vegetables to corn and 
soybeans, eomplete in 1977, may not have been far enough ad-
vanccd in 1976 to be detected; or (2) residual factors of 
vegetable farming practices may still be impacting former 
Seabrook Farms land in 1976 to some extent. Supporting this 
-'!'l' 
.r j 
, " 
l 
1 - r 
1 
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• 
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~ second possibility, the former Seabrook Farms' Farm Manager, 
Mr. Val Perri, is of the opinion that the strips formerly used 
in rotation of vegetable farming will be evident in the field 
cropping system for a few years to come. 1 
To test the separability of a co-existing natural vege-
tation component in the landscape, an analysis of variance was 
performed using the nonparametric Kruska1-Wallis test on three 
types of vegetative systems--vegetable, field crop, and riverine/ 
forest. 2 Quads containing riverine and forest vegetation also 
contained agricultural land, but they appeared to group together 
in the data. Observe the shapes of riverine/forest quads 5, 
9, 13, 14, 17, and 22; these quads have the widest range of 
ratio values and form simple plots with few oscillations. The 
Krus]~a1-~Jallis statistic revealed that the three sample groups 
were most probably (99 percent confidence for June 1973 and 
95 percent for June 1976) taken from different populations. 
Two-Year Cycle 
A tvm-year cycle is evident in some quads. In twelve 
quads, the plots for 1974 and 1976 were similar.) Table 7 
lval Perri, Seabrook Foods, Incorporated, Warehouse 
Manager, personal communication, August 4, 1977. 
2Siege1, pp. 184-193. 
3The similarity of the plots was determined by the agree-
ment of two persons who visually compared each of the years 
wi thin a quad to each other. ~\1hen both persons felt that 
the plots of two years were. alike, they were designated "~imi-
1ar" and entered as such in Table 7. 
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TABLE 5 t_ 
PAIRS OF YEARS IN EACH QUAD 
WHICH IIAVE SIMILAR PLOTSl 
Quad 73-74 73-75 73-76 74-75 74-76 75-76 
., 
1 X X X X 
2 X X 
3 X X 
4 X X 1 
5 X X X 1 
6 X X j 7 X 
8 X X X 
9 X X X 
I 
1 
10 X X 
11 X 
<0 12 1 13 X j .. ~ 
i 14 
' 1 
j 15 X 
1 16 
X 
I 17 X X 
.~ 18 X 
fi 19 
20 , 
,I 21 
1 
I. 
, 
'::)' X 
j 
f 22 J 
I 23 X 1 24 
i 
i 
J 
i 
i 
, lThe "similarity" of the plots determined by the \ 
~ 
was I -1: I agreement of two based visual inspection. .1 persons on j 
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lists all quads and their year-to-year similarities. This 
pattern may be explained by the wheat-soybean cropping system 
which many farmers practice. In this system, wheat is planted 
in the Autumn and harvestE:!d in late June or July. A late crop 
of soybeans is then planted and harvested in late October. 
By this time the growing season is too short to drill in a new 
crop of winter wheat and the land remains clean-tilled. The 
following Spring an early crop of soybeans is planted, and thi~ 
is harvested in time for a fall planting of winter wheat, two 
years after the first winter wheat crop. Not all wheat-soybean 
fields in a quad will be in the same ~tage of the cycle at any 
one time, but the effect is still present unless exactly half 
of those fields are in one stage and half in the other. Theore-
tically, a half-and-half situation would cancel the effects of 
both stages of the cycle and the cycle would not be evident. 
However, it is unlikely that this is the case, and thus the 
two-year cycle is exhibited. 
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DISCUSSION 
The method used in this experiment to monitor agricultural 
change and its approximate location is based on a sound prin-
ciple; that is, the identification of agricultural systems by 
tracing the periods of peak living biomass in a fixed area over 
the course of a year. Some problems exist with the method as 
it was used in this experiment which prevented optimal results 
and which should be noted when extending the method to other 
areas. Some of these problems relate to lack of ducumentation 
on certain cropping practices when the method was devised; and 
others are instrument-dependent, relating to the temporal reso-
lution of the satellite, the i.mpenetrability of cloud cover, 
and the occasional failures of telemetry and data processing. 
During the winter months the Seabrook land was planted 
to a cover crop of rye or \\7hea t, which was cut before the crop 
reached maturity. Then the land was turned and vegetables 
were planterl. Data collected in short time ihtervals--nine days 
should be sufficient--would exhibit the abrupt shift from 
fairly thick green vegetation to bare soil. But if the data 
collection platform missed the cutting and cultivating period 
(because of atmospheric or mechanical problems), the results 
could be misleading to the analyst. 
If winter months are used in the separation of agricul-
tural systems, cover crops may be easily confused with winter 
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grains. In addition, there is some fall planting of vegetables 
which might be confused in the October reading with cover crops 
and winter grains if the grains were planted early. 
The growth patterns of corn and soybeans are similar and 
are here considered to be part of the same agricultural system. 
Their growth patterns are distinct from other crops: planting 
in May and June; three to five leaves showing through late June; 
luxuriant green growth in July and early August; yellowing 
through September and October. A late crop of soybeans planted 
after wheat might confuse the signal in terms of timing although 
not in terms of sequence. In September and October, however, 
it should be fairly easy to watch the ripening of corn and soy-
beans with this technique. At that time, either fall vegetables 
(for example, fall mustard and turnip greens, squash, and fall 
spinach) or cover crops will be well along and would not be 
confused with the corn and soybeans. 
Orchards are a source of confusion since between each 
row of trees are about twenty feet of nonorcuctrd growth, usually 
soybeans or hay. If the interarbor spaces are planted with 
soybeans, they will contribute to the assumption that a quad 
is predominantly devoted to field crops, whilet.he fact that 
orchards make up a large part of the quad will go undetected. 
That a two-year cycle of wheat and soybeans is practiced 
in many fields means that the analyst must construct his 
models of cropping around a biennial rather than an annual 
sequence of changes in the ratio. It is not known how widely 
this practice is used and so its effect cannot be estimated. 
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~~ Even discounting the biennial pattern effect, it is possible 
that the wheat/soybean curve would be significantly different 
from the vegetable curve under optimal conditions of data 
acquisition. 
In reality, the temporal resolution of the LANDSAT data 
available at the user end of the system turns out to be too 
coarse for this type of analysis. Because not all LANDSAT 
passes are useable due to weather or mechanical difficulties, 
there are wide time gaps between measurements in some years 
and a lack of concurrence between years. For instance, 
except for early/mid June, there is no time period which is 
represented in all four years • 
If one were to extend this method to other areas of the 
world where different types of agricultural systems existed, 
certain adjustments should be made. Smaller or larger field 
sizes than those in southern New Jersey might justify an 
increase or decrease in the size of the areal unit used. 
A higher degree of crop mixing might mean a broader definition 
of "agricultural system" would be in order. Cyclical characteris
-
tics of .the crops grown merit attention. Finally, when two 
agricultural systems are being compared, the seasonal aspects 
of the systems must be considered to determine if nonoverlapping
 
periods exist. 
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A change in agricultural practices in an area of southern 
Ne,,, Jersey has offered the opportunity to experiment with 
agricultural systems identification methods using LANDSAT. 
The method described in this paper is a promising tool 
because it differentiates the vegetable and field crop systems 
and because the shape of the curves over time generally 
corresponds to growth patterns. Sunmmri zed, the experiment 
revealed the f.ollowing conclusions: 
1) The Band 4/Band 2 ratio, when calculated for 
a 595-hectare area, difj:erentiates veg\;,ltable from field 
cropping systems most effectively in the months of 
July and August. 
2) A~eal units of the size used in the experiment 
are also sufficient to identify regions where riverine/ 
forest vegetation predominates. 
3) A biennial cycle, where it exists, must be 
incorporated into the analyst's hypothesis. 
4) In the agricultural systems investigated, 
patterns of land utilization in space rather than in 
time have the most impact on the behavior of the ratio. 
With better processing technology or micro\,,1ave sensing, 
it may be possible to eliminate large gaps in the series of 
data acquisitions. Microwave sensing eliminates the problems 
imposed by cloud cover; hO'ivGver, different indicators sensi ti ve 
to vegetation must of course be developed in the microwave 
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~II' portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
A LANDSAT pass every nine days would be sufficient for this 
type of experiment, were each pass useable. A more frequent 
data collection system would increase the probability of passing
 
over a given area on a cloud-free day. Improved similarity 
between the dates of acquisition in each year would increase 
the ability to detect a change in the shape of a curve from 
one year to the next, and it may also permit the use of more 
formal analysis to quantify this difference. 
The results from the study are encouraging enough to sug-
gest that the method employed would be sensitive to a change 
from one agricultural system to another. The methodology may be 
useful in other areas of the world undergoing agricultural 
transition with field sizes and a degree of crop mixing similar 
to that of southern New Jersey. Alternatively, the method 
is adaptable to the agricultural systems which are being 
monitored. 
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'l'ABLE 6. L1\NDSN1' 01\'1'1\ USED IN TillS S'rUDY 
DATE 
Febl.'Ual~y 13 
Juno 1 
July 7 
August 1.2 
August 30 
October 23 
1\pl:il 3 
April 21 
Juno 14 
J'u1y 20 
Octobt1r 18 
~ Nny 22 
Juno 9 
]\u\lust 2 
October 13 
Novumbcl: 18 
1.976 
-
Hnl~ch 5 
Hnrch 23 
April 10 
April 19 
AP1;,il 28 
JlUH~ 12 
J'n1y 18 
August: 23 
Saptambor 28 
SCENE 
10ENrr'IFICA'l,'ION 
NUMllBR 
1205-15141 
1313-15141 
1349-15134 
1385-15131 
1403 .... 15125 
l.457-15113 
1(i19-15083 
1637-15080 
1691-15063 
1727-1505~~ 
1817-15023 
5033-14530 
505l.-1 /1520 
5105-14485 
5177-14443 
5213-1 /1422 
5321-14352 
5339-14341 
5357-J.4330 
2453-14571 
5375-1.43).4 
2507-14553 
25A 3.-14 545 
2579-lA~)35 
2615-14525 
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TABLE 7 
THE RATIOS OF QUAD 2 (FIELD CROPS) 
MINUS THE RATIOS OF QUAD 23 (VEGETABLES) 
1973 
-
1974 
-
DATE 
February 13 
Jun~ 1 
July 7 
August 12 
August 30 
October 23 
April 3 
April 21 
June 14 
July 20 
October 18 
1975 May 22 
June 9 
August 2 
October 13 
October 31 
November 18 
1976 March 5 
March 23 
April 10 
April 19 
April 28 
June 12 
July 18 
August 23 
September 28 
DIFFERENCE 
-0.10 
-0.29 
0.88 
1. 70 
1.23 
-0.24 
0.33 
-0.01 
-0.58 
1. 94 
omitted 
0.99 
1. 27 
0.11 
0.70 
0.53 
0.36 
-0.03 
0.08 
-0.10 
-0.54 
-1.00 
-0.27 
2.32 
1.13 
-0.26 
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TABLE 8 
TESTING 'NlE DIFFERENCE BET\~EEN 'I'HE MEANS OF THE 
VEGETA13LE AND FIELD CROP QUADS USING TIlE MANN-'~llITNEY "U" TES'r 
1973 
-
1974 
-
1975 
-1---
1976 
"U" 
DATE STATISTIC 
February 13 27 
June 30 
July 7 15 
August 12 3 
August 30 3 
October 23 28 
April 3 25.5 
April 21 24 
June 14 37.5 
July 20 16 
October 18 mittcd 
May 22 18 
.june 9 27.5 
August 2 8 
Octobel: 13 14 
October 31 21 
November 18 26.5 
Harch 5 22 
March 23 27.5 
Paril 10 34.5 
April 19 34 
April 28 21 
June 12 29.5 
July 18 5.5 
August 23 8 
Septcn\bcr 28 28.5 
aFor a t\\To-tailcd test. 
SIGN Il!'ICANCEa 
.05 
.002 
.002 
.10 
.02 
.05 
.002 
.02 
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}10NITORING AGIUCUL'l'URAL SYSTEHS* 
Patricia J. Neary and Jerry C. Coiner 
Col\'"lbia University, Department of Geogral)hy, and 
NASA, Institute for Space Studies, New York, NY 10025 
To n 1a1:(;0 extent, remote sensing of ngricu1tural phenomena has 
concentrated on analysis of agl:iculture at the field level. Concern has 
been to identify CrOl) status, crop c.ondition, and crop distribution, all 
of which arc spatially analyzed on a field-by-field bnsis. This is not 
the only gcogrnphical scale at which a-griculturnl activity can be analyzed. 
A more general level of abstraction is the agricultm:al system, or the 
complex of crops and other land cover that differentinte vm:ious ar,ri-
cultural c.conomies. 'i'his paper reports on II methodology to ass:l.st in 
analysis of the landscape elC'.mcnts of ar,ricultUl:al systems with l.ANDSAT 
"igitnl dOlta. These methods may be particulm:ly useful in tho context of 
the. d(~veloping nations to monitor agricultural change nssociated \~ith 
economic' development. 
The site used to develop {Iud test this method is part of Cumberland 
and Snlem counties, New Jersey, in the northeastern United St,ltcs, where 
chnl1Cc. from a truditionnl (~om11lo.Lcinl vegetable system to a corn-f>oybeon-
whent field crop' systc;n is taking place. During the period of trnnsit:ton, 
both systclIls exist :I.n close l'l"o:d.tnity, as farmers nwke individunl decisions 
about ,,,hot cLops to gro~", 'l:hc method to differentiate these two systems 
rel:l,es 111)on an indicator wldch mC'llSlIres vC'cC'tntive covcr on a given gro\mcl un:tt 
during the course of fOllr years. The unit employed is approximutcly 595 
*This resem.~ch \,'aB supported by NASA (i):nnt, NSC-5080. 
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e . buctal,'es and may encoml>ass up to 1.0 fields. Units represcntins vegetable 
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cropping , .. ere. chosen frol1\ corporate f'artl\ lmHt sllccinl.izinS in vcgctnblcs, 
while units rel')rcs,cnting field crops were chosen frol1\ l)rivatc landholdings 
planted to corn, soybeans, and whcat nearby. 
The mnthod of analysis t;ested in this expnriment is bused on thn 
tbeory that, ~~nce nsricult\n.'al s)'stems differ in their crop calendars' 
and cropping practices, the amollnt ~f vegetative covcr in n given arc .. 
'. . 
ovcr the course. of n year will depend on the cropping S),9C('\I\ 01111>10),0(1. 
ThO! 1I\~~thod involves tracing the pel"iods of photosynthetic nctivity in a 
fixed nrea durins n four-ycRr pet'iod to determinl' if land devoted to 
. 
field crops cnn be differentiated from that planted to vegetables at the 
595-hect:nre level of aggregation employed here. 
The 11\enSUr'e used to determinc the In"osence of green vegetation on an 
unit of land is n ratio of 1.ANDSA'l' B:lnd I. to Bond 2 (Band I. r:mging from .8 
to 1.1 micromuters, B:mu 2 frolll .6 to .7 micrometers) in terms of milliwotts 
• 2-l)e1:' ster'mlian-cent;i.metcr. This ratio is pat:ticularly sensitive to pt'C-
senescent vegetation since Band 4 reflectonce incre~ses with the development 
of tlle sponc), mcsophyll section of leaves while Band 2 reflectance is de-
crcnsNl due to chlorophyll nbso1:'ption. The plotting of this rntio over time 
yields curves similar to ricurc 1. 
Band 41 Band 2 
TIME 
. , . 
FiGure 1. Exomple of the chnnze: in the Band 1t/J3:U\c.\ 2 1'<1 c10 0\'1.~1.· time. 
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The results from two units, one predominantly vegetables, the other 
fie~d crops, are shown in Figure 2. The shapes of the curves differ from 
year to year because of a lack of concurrence in satellite acquisition time
s 
t 
'for usable data. The areal units can be compared to each other within 
each year, however. The curves diverge within the SUllUller months when 
botb field crops and vegetables are growing. 
I , 
Field crops tend to be in 
full canopy during July and August whereas'vegetables tend to have less 
canopy cover with rows being separated by strips of soiL The large amount
 
of exposed soil decreases the Band 'I/Band 2 ratio, and this is evident 
in the f~.nu'Le. Curve separation may also be related to meteorological 
events which have immediately preceded data acq'.,;.isition. For example, the 
LANDSAT pass during the summer of 1975 occurred ten to fifteen days after 
a series ~f severe storms destroyed crops in the southern New Jersey region. 
On Figure 2, this event is reflected in the similarity of the two plots of 
1975 during the summer, when they would be expected to diverge. 
The calculation of the Band If/Band 2 ratio was extenc1ed to twenty-"two 
other 595-hectare units. Each unit was assigned to a vegetable or field 
crop category. Using the nonparametric Mann-\~hitney "U" test, the means 
of the two groups were significantly different on data from nine of the 
twenty-five acquisitions, with a 98 percent level of confidence. Seven of 
these nine passes were during July and August. Agaj,n the summer months show 
a significant divergence between agricultural systems. 
To test the separability of a co-occurring natural vegetation component 
in the landscape, an analysis of variance was performed using the nonpara-
metric Kruskal-Wcillis test Oll three types of vegetat:l.ve systems--vegetable,
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field crop, and riverine/forest. In both June 1973 and June 1976, the X2 
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statistic revealed that the three sample groups were most probably (99 per-
cent confidence for June 1973 aud 95 percent fot' June 1976) ta\,en from 
different populations. 
As a preliminary test of an aggregated-unit approach to monitoring 
Ilgricultural system, the results are encouraging. The LANDSAT-derived 
radiometric indicator, even at this level. of aggregation, appears 
to afford a significant means to differen~iate agricultural systems from 
each other as well as from natural vegetation elements. Future experiments 
will be performed using sites in both temperate and tropical regions, 
to extend the utility of tile indicator in monitorin~ agricultural systems. 
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, ~C OF ClI1\i~GC Dr.Tr:CTIOl~ IN 1\f:;Sr.:SSING DEVf:LOPf·'EN'r PL1I.:~S; 
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J. C. Coiner 
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l~ew York, Uevi York 
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Given a need to collect serial data for regional 
plannin~, the purpose of this paper is to describe a 
IIle.thod which uses both rer.:ote sensing and inforn~at:.ion 
systems for collection, spatial analysis, and display 
of periodic data. Findings presented here are from 
an. ail:cl -.ft/Landsat based change detection study con-
ducted for the period 194G-1972 on Ilarinduque Province, 
Republic of the Philippines. The (;'xperil:'ental informa-
tion SyBtc~ for the Island allows collection and 
maintenilllcc of spatial relationships inheren~ in the 
landscape through generalization of a preselectcd 
number of data clements into a uniform grjd cell 
(twenty-five hectares). Storage is achieved by array-
ing the dataele~ents as records, bosed on the grid 
cell's locilUon \,lithin the predefined Universal Trans-
verse Itercntor (UTl1) geogrophic reference system. 
l!ither aggregated dato, categorized and corrbined into 
tables, or spatially displayec1 data in the form of 
computer maps, can be recalled for analysis and plan-
ning support. Programming al10\'ls presentation of 
discrete symbology or choropleth catcgories in computer 
gcnerated maps. 
Each of the 4,008 t\venty-five hectare cells repl;c-
scnting Marindugue were studied for changes in and 
between various development variables. These changes 
were measured and tested using nonparametric statis-
tics to determine th~ effect of specific land cover 
changes on other infrast:ructure components and proxi-
mate land use. Since the grid was spatially registered 
through time, change occurring \vithin the cell could be 
positionally related, allowing ass~ssment of the 
change 's ir,lpact. 
Tech)liq\Je~ have been developed for more continuous 
updating of the llarindu(Tue data base \'lith Landsat data. 
The prir.:ary effort haH been to extract for each 
twent.}'-fivc hectare cell an indicator of change as 
derived from lJ'l'lt geometricall.y corrected and aggregated 
La.ndsat data. Anomalous or unique changes over tirr.e 
can thus be detected and corroborated either with 
ground,reconnaissance or hi~h resolution aircraft 
imagery. 
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~hc experimental system used here demonstrate~ that 
it is possible to retain in one information system 
historical and current physical aspects of developing 
regions. In support of the planner's requl.ren'cnt for 
pel-iodic obscrvntion, the stlldy reveals both trends 
and seasono/ll and other pCl:iodic cycles in regional, 
6ettle~cnt, and environmental patterns which, if 
unaccoun ted for by pl<"lnners, ,,,o\lld i~pact negatively 
on deve loptlen t proj ects • If pl:oper ly used, thes e data 
provide better regionlll lI'ocel s' tlHIIl static base line 
approaches, thus mar!;cdly improving present development 
planning capabilities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the developing world, anviron~cntal and sPcio~etric data ser
ies 
are ShOl:t, of unkno"m reliability or nonexistent (Data for Development, 1971r 
Unitc.cl :lations, 1975). '1'he dnta problcll' is compounded by a lack of timely 
co~lcctibn m\d analysis mechanisms '''hich r.:akc I:'uch of the data uselcss 
for 
c)thcr than historic purposes (Coiner, 1977). 1\1 though data deficiencies are 
on 1:.' one aspect 0 f the prohlel\,s facee; by developmcnt planners, the
ro is little 
doubt: LhAt they can contril:.lute substantially to th(' failures of development 
6chomes (Johnson, 1970, pp. 34G-50; Pnddocy. and Pnd(lock, 1973). 'I'his lad: of 
delta also inhibits application of 1I101.-e sophisticated environmental
 planning 
c.pproachcs, such as those advocilted by Dmmlann, at nl. (1973), because such 
ccol093 cal models require (mvironmentnl meu.!HII:tlIl'cnts that are unavailablo 
withouL a well-entnbliulled and e!fective applied onvironmental sci
ence, some-
thillg that is uncommon even in clevelaped countries. One possible 
solution to 
the problem of adequate planning data is the usa of remote sensing
 sources to 
augment and possibly replace traditional dnta in development projects (N1\S, 
1977, pp. 24-36). Using remote sansing, this paper presents an experimental 
geogrllphic information system which supports the various aspects 
of the plan-
ning process. 
Defore considering the experimental system, one of the implicit as
sump-
tions about data frol\\ r.emota sensing, now ,,,idely held by advocates
 of remote 
flensing gO(>gl'llphic infor111a\:ion systems, needs to be challenged (Landini and 
Paul, 1974; Landini and Paul, 1975; Bryant, 1976). The assumption is that 
remote sensing dnta lIcq\lired ",I:. II Single time and used to form mu
ltiple data 
clements in a !:ll'll.ltially contiguous, but st3tic, data base cnll be e
mployed 
c.f[cctively in regional planning and infrastructure implementation. The 
assumption is subtly misleading, and it reinforces the common view
 of under-
. clevelopod Llreas DR places ",here no ch,mgc occurs. Both th~ stati
c data base 
ilnd the vic, ... it supports fail to account for the continuous change
 that occurs 
in any region becnuse of ecologic<:l cycles and physical forces ,dt
hin the 
cnvb:onment liS ,.,.ell as of interactions between the IHltural environ
mcnt and its 
hUmtll1 occup<.nts. 130th give rise to the idea that plannil)g "'ill bring change, 
in the form of development, to il region that has been in a fixed s
tate. 110'''-
ever, even the most casual time series observation should lead the
 planner to 
the conclusion that development is best unccl.-stood as mo{1ificntion and direc-
tion of continuous change. This underotanding of what development
 planning is 
abolll leads to different t1i\\:.n requirements than those contained in
 stat~ic t1ilta 
base~~ ond Il\ustor plan!::. 'l'hus, fl.-om the standpoint of crit;icnl pJn
nning c1~ta, 
the emphasis should shift from spl:1tinlly extensive, multiple data 
elen:cnts, 
"'hich OthOI.-1' IlSSlUnC to be Sllffi.cicnt, to the identifj ca.tion of ),ey indicators 
that raflece cyclic nn(l noncJ'clic Chu~':'J0S, an(:' '-Jhat those chan~!cs mean in tCl:ms 
of n~~lhmal dcvclopmcmL. In the Hw'ote senning/geogrllphic in£o1"l1\otiol1 
system 
t..'Ontl'xt, thp el11phasi s should shift front data b<lsing Lo change (~etccti
on ilnd 
monitoring. 
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'1'0 test the utility of remote sensing and a geographic information system 
in a development context, a study site was. chosen in the Philippines. 'fhe site 
Marinduque Island, r·larinduque Province (sec Figures 1 and 2) is a t~'pical 
underdeveloped area prevalent in the tropical \,'orld. It displays the statis-
tical symptoms of underdevelopment from the structura of its population--
predominantly rural--the uses of its resources--generally extractive and 
unrenewable--and the basis of its economic activity--largely subsistence agri-
culture and lacking alternatives (Coiner, 1975). 
2. INFORMATION SYSTEl-1 
The number of features that can be interpreted from aerial photographs or 
extracted from Landsat data or d~gitized from more conventiollal data sources 
(maps and census series) require design of an information system to manage the 
large <lnd complex data sources. Information systems delimit an organized 
approach to th~ specification, collection, storage, analysis, and display of 
data. \fllen spatial referencing is contained within the data file structure, 
th¢ system is known as a geographic information system ('1'omlinson, 1972; 
Steiner, 1974) .. Such a system has been designed to support this research. It 
a110\-ls the collection and maintenance of spatial relationships inherent in the 
landscape through generaliz!:l.tion of a preselected number of. data elements into 
a uniform size cell (25 ha). Storage is achieved by arraying the data elements 
as records based on the grid cell's location within a Universal Transverse 
.'ercator (U'l'/-!) georc[crencing ~yster.:. L:ither aggr(·.gated data, based on cate-
gorization and combination of the data fields, or spatiillly displayed data, in 
the form of computer maps, can be recalled for analysis (Figure 2). 
Corrputer cartogr.aphy for this system is based on the use of an IBl·j 370/145 
and a C1\LCO/IP drum-type plotter. Programming allows p"csentat.ion of discrete 
symbology or choropleth categories, and display of either symbols or patterns 
can be accomplished in multiple colors. 
The data base was constructed using a 500m x 500m grid as the basic unit 
of data collection and storage. For each of the grid cells, data were inter-
preted from medium scale aerial photography on a cell by cell basis using the 
format in '1'able I. 
Harinduque computer files arc different from traditional base line data in 
that they consist of three aerial photographic coverages (1948, 1967, 1972) 
which form a time series. J.;ach of the three data sets were divided into two 
parts, 1) a land cover classification, and 2\ specific data related to develop-
ment, particularly human settlement infrastructure. Data elements were 
aSSigned to threc. categories by spatial type, point (e.g., house), line (e.g., 
road), or area «(~. g., mangrove sl-Jamp). 
Land cover categories interpreted from ,aerial photogr:lphs of f.1ari.nduque 
Island were originally developed as part of an effort-to support agrartan 
reform throughout the Philippines, particularly Central Luzon (Veracion and 
Druce! 1966; Veracion and Bruce, 19(57). Because of its original purpose, the 
classification required slight modification and supplementary land cover cate-
gories to describe the r·larinduque site. THenty-one land cover categories were 
identified as area extensive on Narinduquc (Table II) and were assigned a 
numeric code to aid in creating computer compatible files. The classification 
logic us cd in the three-digit computer code was as follows: hundredths digit--
.general land cover type; tenths and lower digits--specific land cover. This 
~lloHed a limited hierarchical classification structure. To mark areas that 
had similar land covers, a photo symbOl code was applied to the photographs, a 
necessary step when data takeoff was a separate operntion [rom phot.o inter-
pretation. ~ach of the 4,008 twenty-five hectare cells, which in combination 
.reprcsented a virtual If.ap of l·larinduque Island in the data base, then could be 
subjected to analysis in a number of ways. Since the grid '-Jas spatially 
'registcl-ecl through time, change occurring within the cell could be positionall.y 
related and evaluated. 
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'J'he U'l'" file structure of tho (lnt\l\ olcnlents i.nterpreted from the ael"illl photogrilphy pr.ovided the frllme'~o1:k for incorporating Lundsal: eta ta .into the lnf:ormlltion sytitem. Conceptually, concatinatiol\ of Landsat data into an aerial photogrnphic data base is lIccompl.:l,f)hcd by idcnti fyillq an array of pixels '>lithin r the ).nnclsnt data which l."epl:csents the same ground at"ea (here, 25 ha call) in both sources. 1I0wevcl.", the I.andsat data first must be reproj ected into the UTH hlap roferencin9 system. For this study, the reprojection ,,'as accomplished by gCOI1\(ltrically correcting the digital dnta during l)reprocessing (Dernstain nnd 
.'crnoyhough, 1975, pp. 1465-76). Using tho lnsti.tuto for SPilCC Studies facil-it<lcs, a maximulII of 63 geometrically corrected pixels (7 x 9 piXel mlltt'h:) cQlllprised a 25 ha cell, if partial pixels were included, nnd if they ,,,era axel udtlil, a minimuIII or 4 S pixels (6 x a pixel JUatrix). l>~i9urc 3 is a graphic rcprescntntlon of the cOllgrucncing process. 'l'hc ail." photo on the left in the flgurc was OVQlioyed with a SOOm UTM grid taken from a 1:50,000 base lIIap. On the l."ight, the Landsat IISS band 7 (geometrically corrected) eR'l' image <llso '"as overlayed ,,·.tt:h the smne 500m reference grid. 'l'he land cover attributes of each cell in the 1'llotogl,'aph wel'O extrnctcd by qualitative intill:'pretation, ,,,hile for the LalldsiI!:. data, the sal\le area was described nUl\lorically in terms of radiallce. 
l'or the purposes of continuing studies, IJanc1sat is int('ndad to be the major source of data fol.' changes in land cover. fro date, 1.1l11dsat dilta from one aCl";'luisHioll (1.1-1081-01<\62) was filterod into a single chatlgc indicator for each of the <1,00 B 25 ha cells. Since locational acc~u:acy in trnnsferri.ng from aeri.11 photo~raplli:.: and I\IQP sources to IJunclsat: was maintained elt !l pixel ('/<i.20m oX 60.90,1l), chilnge duo to locational error 'HIS minimized. 1\lso, the seJ.ection of n 5 x 7 pixel matrix \dthin each 25 h" lllli.t minimized certain typo::! of lJoundal:Y effcC:l:5. 1\lthough choice of a Lalldsat r"dittnce descriptor as n chnnge illdic~tor fOl: (:<lch c('1J.reI\lQin5 a matter fOl' cOIH:itnd.ng rcscilrch, the (lat.ll in each NSS b"nd ···.~rc dcscd.hc:d by t'hrec 5tnt',isticnl pl"Opel:tic$: the menn, stnnc1m:d cJovintion, and percent standard devintioll. Othel' properties of the ntall,'!x may be cqually or I\lore appropriate. 
Since the .. i1'phoLo file nnd thCl J.andsnt file 'vere linked by locational proper-ticH, they could be used to support each othN.". ror inntnnce, the 1972 aCJ~iill photot;p'ilphic tInea bnse could bl~ u!>cd to identify cells within the J.anc1::::Il: file ,vhj.dl had a homot;Jcncous land cover (c.g., paddy rice, coconut orch':lI:cl, coyol1-- tlllpcl:ata sp ./pal1allg ~-forcst rcgl.'o\d:h). 'I'lwse ccJ.J.s thell could be lIsed t:o establish opcctral propc\rtics 0(; vnriouG l~lnd covers. Cells ,\'hich hnd ,di! feren t secondary and tel:tinry land COVC!l'S could be! incllld~d co study the. spccL:r.al r,ldJ;Il1t~(!S of: 25 ha ilraas '~ith mixed lund covers. FUl,'cher, H.ne and point clnt.1 clelllents carried inclep~ndantly in tIle fila could be investigated for land COVer attributes at tho subpixcl level (e.g'l dwelling units) through their ilg9r:cg1:ll:e statistj,cLll impact on a 2S lUI lU:Oll. 
III shol.*t, these types of analyses permit use of t:\~o dn l.:>,! sources in 
·concert, ,incrcnsing thC' utility of both. Acrinl photogrnphy pl"ovidcs historic site inforlllntion whila Landsat provides datR to stUdy short-term environmental cycles nnd ti:llcly data on Illnd cover chllnges which l1I11l' relate to developmental acti.viUcs. 
3. ANALYStS Ol~ LAND COVER CIIANGE PHOH J\ERJ:J\L PIIOTOGHAPIIS (19 <1 S-J,9 72) 
Land cover chango can be cyclic, e. g" the cncroaChml"l1 t (If pal'all!! vegeta-tion on coconut orchnnls, the subsequent removal. of the pal'aug and its replacoment. with new coconut plantings, or noncyclic, e.g., introduction of an innovntlon, such as a dcvolo(lll1cnt pl'oject, ,,,lIich l\I,mifests itself <IS a nON land coveJ.'. 1n the ctlse of oyclic changQ, lhe periodic expansion and contrac-tion is I:i('o to contpol',ition between lnnd covcr~, g('lIcr<lt:C!c1 by eilher cnvi.r()n" n1(mtlll or IHll1H\ll activH:ics. In hha case of <lcvc1opmcntn! chnnge, thc impnct of innovation on b landscnpe results in tho oxpansion of a new land cover tiC the expense of the old. 
Si.nce both cycl:i.t: and c1C'veloptnt.ml:.1l. (J'loncyclic) land cOVt.~l.· chango may tnkc place ilt lhe ~lII\1Q tilll0, l.hair t:olltbinrlCiol1 in II spc..:if:ic pl<lcc J:equires 501\\0 forlll of l:.l,l\lc {;cd.c!l analys.1.s to monl>\Il'C the lmpnct of the t'''o lnnd cover dlnngcD. Although t:imc Deries Qn~lysc9 have not been u90d widely to study lnnd cover chullg" I the tccl~lliql\c!:l shc~\ld bo applicable, 'I'ha innovutivo component of 
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lAnd cover change would be nlcas\lred by the linear trend in the data, while the 
cyclic wOl~ld be rep1:esent:ed by the periodicity of t:ho regression error. 
11. third type "f chango within the land cover which may reflect development 
Activjty is land cover frngmentation. II.s land covers arc added to a small 
r fiXed uraul unit, such as the 25 h~ cell in those files, it is recorded as an 
increase :tn the numbor of land cover types occurring in a given cell, and 
fl.-ngmentlltion results from such incl-oasos. For example, in a three category 
system, ellch cell could cOlltain up to three cover types with it nlaximum of 
six (3!) possible land cover combinations. \'lhen just one nel" l,and cover is 
introduced by a devt"l,opl\lcl1t prOJect, the number of possible combinations 
increases to tWenty-four (4!). 'l'his leads to the hypC"thcsis, testnble ,,,ith 
files l\sed in this study, that development project:s II/ill causo land cover 
{l.-agll\cntut.ion by the introduction of new cover types into the landscape. 
neb/cen 1948 nno 1972, the number of land cover types Oil r-larinduque 
increased frol\l 15 to 23, an increase of 8 new llll'ld covers during the t\"enty-
fO\lr y<,ar pCI:iod. 'l'he <Jrcatcst incrci"sc in lnnd cover categol~ies was in the 
arcally sccol'ldary class, \"hcre the number changed from 13 t:~,pcs in ~94 8 to 22 
in J,9 72. 'j'he iu,-(,>all~' dominant class chnngod 1 cast:, with only 6 nc\" covel- types 
added ('J'ubl.e III). Lnnd cover types which \,'01'0 identified as no\" in 1967 and 
1972 arc indicative of tIle physical development that had occurred. These 
inclUde new trallsport: modes (airports), new (\grlcultural activities (fish ponds 
and sugar cnne) and new industrial and mining activities (strip mining, indus-
trinl sites). 
, 11. land cover map (Figure 4) of Marinduque provides an assessment of the 
ll(latilll (1istdbllt~i.ons or dOl\lin.mt: land covel:S by 25 ha <'cll for 1972. In 
addition to stntic land cover distributions, land cover cilnnqe cun be mensured 
in terms of the Illllnb<'I' of cells d01'1i nnted by 11 gi\len limd cover nr.d the varia-
tions in this dC'll1linanc(' {rom one time to anothel.- ('J'ablc IV). 11. significant 
diffel'once ,~as (ound in the dominant land covel.' di!:ltributJon fOI~ tIl(> 1948 to 
1972 period. This diffvrenCQ wan also Dvident in the north central-northeastern 
porti.oll of the Isll'lnc1 for the 1946-1972 pcrit"ld, al.though the. Chi-squal"e value 
was conajdcrably smnllQr. Tcstinq of the 1949 to 1967 dOl\linant land cover 
distribution I:Ilso rev<Hl]cd a sigr·".i.ficllnt cliHcrcncc. In the shortel." 1967-1972 
period, the distribution of cells {'.1omina'.:Qd by a given land cover type \'Ins not 
~ignificnntly different. 
'I'he cld -sqlUlI:e test l:CSlIl ts revealed the degree to which each of the 
dOI'l;i.nilllt lllntl cove:'~ had undergone change. Cl~nrly, the tests sho\"ec1 that the 
land cove.r Was gradually changing, with predominance shifting from graDS and 
brushlllnd (1940) to coconut (1972). 
'J'he nbove llllalyses concentrated on the clond,nallt land cover in cp,ch cel.l 
lind disl'cg<Irc1cd scconc1"ry a\1<1 tClrt iary land covnrs. 1I0\"cvcr, evidence in 
'1.'ablo XII indicates that more nc\oJ land cover typl?s I"ore intl~oc1uccd liS s<!condary 
or tcrtillry land coVCr.sthDIl as dominllnt: ones, therefore, more change could be 
expected in these categories. 
Changes in land cover can be detern'ined by constructing an array of 
possibl.e cOIll/)intltions (dominant llllld cover, secondary, tCl:'tial:y 01: new) and by 
inspect.ing onch cl!l.l for each time peJ:iod and B!;siglling it to n parti,culnr 
change stata, i.e., no chango, shift in p~c~ominancc of existing l.and covers, 
addition of new IDnd covers. Analysis shows that the I\Injority (85 percent, 
1948-1972) of cell.s uncll?,l.'Wen t nomc t.ype of lund covel.- chango. 'l'ho mos t comlllon 
chnnge, \"hich OCCl\r1~c~l in 17.3 P('l'CCl1t of tht' cell.s·, ,",'ll.S the introduction of a 
new teJ~tiilry 1l1nd COV(:!l,'. Complete change of 1111 cover types in a specific coll 
was rare, occurring in only .5 percent. of the cells in tho ]948-1972 period. 
Cases where existing land covers in n cell ~Iifted in relative importance 
totaled 35 percent of the cells. Spatial pilttcxns of change shown in the map 
'(l~ig\U:c 5) reveal that .. H.-eas ,,'here ne'" llllld COV()l.'S (refel'l:c:d to as "lnnd lIses" 
on tho map) have bacn introducod ring tho Island's Doaward-facing lowlands, 
center on tilt:! :r sl'I11('\ In nll-wontho r l:ond, lind include J:he upl and m:Oil I"herc the 
copper illinc is 10catC'~~, Cells t.hat hllve lllldcl.'gonc Innd COVCl: shi fttl fro'n one 
degree of dOlllinllncc to (\rlother tend to be locatcd in the uplilnd intel"ior of t.he 
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Island whc·rc the human popul.ation is less dense and where swiddening is prac-
ticed. NO.-change cells arc confined to two situations: (1) core. areas of 
human do~innnce, around the pobZaciono (county scats) on the heavily settled 
lo\dands, and (2) inacr.essi,blc areas, dominated by natural vegetation, which 
hin.der human entry \.,ith physical oarriers, e.g., ste(.!p slopes, swamps, etc. 
When the three most prevalent cover types were analyzed together, a 
0Peci.fic series of land cover combinations were formed. '1'0 study the expansion 
an~ contraction of these triformed land cover units, representing cyclic 
ch",n90, those occupying more than 28 cells ,.,.ere i.dentificd for the north 
centrell-northeastern areil of the IRland. In 1948, there were 11 triformed land 
covers. Of those 11, 6 showed a cyclic trend in the twenty-four year ntudy 
pc~iod. Four additional triformcd lar.d covers expilnded to occupy the minimum 
28 cells oy 1967. Of these, 2 displayed cyclic trends. One additional tri-
formed unit exceeded the minimum area in 1972 and was of a cyclic nature. 
Thus, expansion and contraction in a cyclic pattern were clearly evident in 9 
of the 16 triformed land covers. 
Although the 'limit.ed number of obserYution points (three) in this study 
minimizes the utility of time series anulysis, a simple linear regression 
IIlOflel and a calc~llat:ion of .n Pearson prodUct-moment correlation (1'2) were 
applied to the datu. 'i'able V sho\"s the res\llt~ of linear regression on the 16 
tr,iformed lund cover units previously discussed. 
Results of the regression and correlation analyses indicate that tri-
formed lund cover units which have positive slopes (increasing are:l) and high 
r2 usually contuin at least one categor.y of paddy and cogon, 5hO\"ing the e:.<pan-
sian of the lnessicol land covers at the expense of semi-naturCll covers. Tri-
formed units containing dry crop and cogon in combinat'.'.m !,hO"" a negative 
slope (decrcusing areu) and/or relatively low r2 vnlues, expressing greater 
cyclic chnnC)o and a total dccrea!)e in slash und ourn (dryl.und crop) on the 
lsl'lnd. 1\1:'0, Iwtur."ll and scmi-naturul. triformcd lnnd cover units tended to 
show negative nlopcs and rolatively h:i.9h r2 veilues, emphasizing the cor.stant 
decrca5e in area not directly affected by man. 
It has becn hypothesized that as development ciluses the introduction of 
ne\,1 land cover. cntcgories, these new categories will cause gJ:cater fragmenta-
tion in the landscape, creating a larger llurnUer of new land cover combinat:i.ons. 
Inspection of the fI:lrinduque lund cover files reveals this to be the case. 'I'he 
number of land cover combinations increased from 2B4 in 1948 to 373 in 1972, or 
31 percent. ~'or the entire Island, combinations including urban and mining, 
fish ponds, riverine, coconut, and forest exceeded the average rate of increase, 
wh)'le the number ()f land cover combinations with dryland crops actually 
decreased. 
Increases in combinations referred to earlier may be the outcome of two 
'land usc systems (traditional and modern) coexisting on the Island. 1\s the 
data illustrute, cells which have r.lodeJ:nizec1 land covers, particularly urban 
and mining, usually do not include traditional covers. Evidence to support the 
parallel, but separilte, coexistence of the 't\.,.o systems includes the observation 
that the majority of ne\,' land covers held a tertiary position, meaning that ne\.,. 
land covers ::Iccupied the least ilmount of area. 1\ second point is that by plot-
ting the triformcd land covers as connectivity graphs (Figure 6), the land 
co,vcrs introduced since 1948 tended to be isolated whether or not they were 
subsequclltly of tertiary, secondary or pr l,mnry spati1\l importance. 'I'his is 
illustrated in Figure 6 by the new land cover "fish ponds" (type 109), which 
was poorly connected to other land covers in the graphs, even though over time, 
fish ponels increasod spatially fl:om a tertiary to c"\ secondary position in some 
of the cells. 
4. CII1\NGJ; DLTr;C'rJ:ON ''1lTII L1\NDSAT 
Anal'ysis of development related land cover chC:lIlge through use of aerial 
photography is dC'penclent on irregular historic covernges, often resulting from 
hiCJh priorit~' development dClililnds \.,.hich require an c>:pensive aerial photo-
graphic misuion. These constraints on the ilcquisitiun of aerial photography 
limit its utility as a source of data for chnnge detection studies. For this 
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reason, recent: research has been oriented to incorporat.ing Landsat data into a 
l~ncl covur chango detection scheme. 
Us«blc Lnll(lsal datn wel'e first acquired for tlnrind\\que Isl,al\(l on 12 Oct 
19:'12 (Lzmclsnl:. flcone C-l001-01'1<>2). 'l'he I.andsnl:. acquisition was nClll'ly simul-
tnncous ,,'H:h the most recent airphoto coverago used in these studies and, thus, 
the logical lmois for initj a1 methodological studies to establish change 
inilicato~s (!lee Section 2.). '.\'he first steps involved assessing the indica-
tor I s ubili ty co disCl"iminnte tropicnl land cover types wi thin tho same scene 
('J.'nb)o II). Using classes cstablishee,l, for the phot,o intcrpretatiolls, 2S ha 
cells which contllil1ed a sing] e (clo\1linnnt: onl~'/ 'l'abln I) land co"or \~ere iso-
Int:ec1 in the baoe file. '!'\,,(,mt:.y-five ha matrixo!'; lhen ',"ore identified in the 
digitnl I><mtl!Hll:. datn, ,,,hieh corresponded positionnlly to the single land 
covor's .10cnt10n in the In\s" file. rteans, stnndnrcl devilltions, nnd percent 
stnnc1nr<l ,lcvilltions were extract',ed to use as pure land cover t~'po change 
ill(li Cll tOl'S • 
'I'ablo VI prl'scnts the pure type indicators for the ~.2 Oct 1972 coverage. 
lllspaction of the table l:twenls that the three indi,cntors sepm'nte the land 
cqver::;; sucCl1ssf,uUy. St\lclic~ IlO\.,. in PJ:ogrcss will oxpnnd tho number of land 
COVC1"S ccmsldcrc<.1, and extend the analysis to t\.,.o 1II0re l .. nnd!Hlt ~~cenes, 
t-1153-014GS and C-241B-01253. 
Scene R-1153-014GS/ acquired 23 Dcc 1972 is presently being processed 
t.o pJ;ovidc i\ fi\lIIila1' dtltll set Lo thnt: nvzlilablo 1'0)' the: 12 Oct 1972 scene. 
'J'hl.~i 'l'ill permit introduct:,ioll of short-tel'llI chango dnLll into th{~ ;'IH\l),sis, 
11I1Ikj.ng possible study o~ chnl19c indiC-utor vel'rOrnlnnc(.~ all a sensonnl bllsis. 
htlditionulJ.y, the ,i.ntcntion is to inco)"l1ol.""l:o 10n~J-tcl,'n\ d"ta from Lundsnt 2 
(I(:OIlO ):-2410-01253 nccl':\r~d lS l'ln' 1!>7G. "lith thcs<.~ three scenefi, it ,dll b~ 
pDssible to 9bin insight Lnto both short and long-I:~rlll variation in lal\d coval' 
reflectance. 
l,nitds"t dtlti\ huvo I;oel) l..ill1j ted ill this study by cloud COVel" over the nrea, 
):cducl.lIg th~ number of pm"o COVlU" cel1t; avnilnbl.c fol.' <lnal),!;j n, 1I1Hl by the 
.lnt-.Ul:(~ be rOl~('iCJn d"tu ncqllisitioll, which is highly conccmtrnl Nl r~\t:her than 
tlprcml 'tIJ):ollUh<)~lt the ~;(\t(l1li to's apcrnt iOIHIl. life. 'l'lll'sC limi cations reduce 
tht.) sc:.msonill t:lmiJ,nd.ty Qf tho dllt" lind introdl.lce vm:iat.ions which make 
ycnr-to"yoar cQllIpnrison diff~cult. 
l~llrt:her resent'ch, \~j th nli~cd llirphoto/l~nndnllt files crentNl fo); this 
project, will b~ directed "l: definition of a cilnnga detoetion system. Present 
WDl:!.:. tHIS sho\~n that tht) n~HtrQgntcd Lnnclnnt dnl:n, 51: t;'llctur,t'd in to changc incli-
calol's, Clln bo micd to cli$tin~lllish l\1t1jOl' U'cpicul l.:mc.l cover typ<>s. RUSClU:ch 
iIHliclll:or!> such as t:hN'ie, OJ: others \1I)(lcr c1cv(~loV\1lcnt, should llllo,.,. satellite 
tlyntC'l1lS to plll), an important rol.e in Illonil:Ol:ing ,lcv('loplllont: as expressed in 
land cover chnn':jo. 
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',," '1'ADLC I. AI:FIAL 1'1I0TOGMPlIIC Dl\TA ELEUENT FILE FORMAT 
I ... __________ ~----.-.----~------------------------------~--------------------------
o 
.. Column 
1-2 
3--4 
5--7 
8 .. 10 
11--12 
13-17 
18-19 
20-24 
25 
26-28 
29 
30-32 
33 
. 34-36 
37-39 
40-41 
42-43 
44-45 
46-47 
48-49 
50-51 
52-i53 
54-55 
56-57 
58"59 
60-61 
, 62-63 
, 64 - 65 
, 
I 
Data Element 
blank 
year photo mission was flown 
flight line of frame on which grid sq'Jare being interpreted appears 
frame mllnber on which grid square being i.nterpreted appears 
blank 
Universal 'J.'ransverse ltercator (U'I.'tt), grid coordinate row number for 
the r,qtlare being interpreted llO'l'E: This coordinate is ah~ays the 
coordillate of the ~.£E. left hilnd corner of the grid sq\lare. 
blank 
P'l'U cOOl:dinate column number for the square being interpreted 
blan}-. 
three (ligit land cover for land cover occupying greatest area of 
grid r.quare (see '.cable 2) For any grid square~ there must be a 
land cover in this entry. 
blank 
three digit land cover 
c>:tensive area HOTE: 
cover, this entry will 
blimk 
code for land cover taking up second most 
If the entire square is taken up by one land 
be zero (0). 
thr.ee digit land cover code for lnnd cover taking up third most 
extensi vc! area in grid square ('1'his may also be zero-. -)--
number of occupied houses iC!e:1t:i fi<lb1e in t',e square (dwelling units) 
number of schools identified in the S(lUare 
number of churches identified in the square 
number of other government buildings in the square 
number of buildings associated Hith industrial activity in the 
square (includes 6il ~anks and storage areas) 
type of roads/trails in square (Choose only the highest category.) 
o no road or trail 
1 = all-weather road 
2 = usually passable to wheeled vehicles 
3 J: trit:i.l not normnlly usable by wheeled vehicles (Choose only the 
numbel: of bridges in square 
number of boats in squar.e 
number of piers qr boat landing points in the squill:e 
number ot concrete drying platforms or basketball courts in square 
number of fish ponds in the sgtlare 
number of fish traps in the square 
nuMber of marketplaces in the square 
number of commercial buildings in the square, including sari-sari 
store front houses where identifiable 
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'1'l.DLE II. 
computer 
Coding ilo. 
1018 
102 
104 
105 
lOB 
109 
112b 
201c 
202b 203d 301 
302 
303 
i:03be ;) f 
605· 
706g 
90lh 
902 
903 
904 
90Gb 
LAND COVER CIJ\SCIFICATION FOR f.1ARINDUQUE ISLAND, PIULIPPINES 
Photo 
Symbol 
Ar 
Ae 
Aom 
Aoe 
Ai 
Aq 
Am 
Fr 
Fb 
Fg 
Rh 
Rm 
Rc 
Es 
Pm 
Ta 
Ns 
Nr 
loJn 
Wr 
\,In 
Land Cover 
Land intensively used for rice 
Corn, beans, forage crops, upland croplands 
f.tixed orchard (dooryard orchards) 
Coconut orchard 
Fallow lilnds 
Aquatic lands (commercial fish ponds, salt beds, moss 
prqduction, oj'ster beds) 
Hangrove S\"llmpS (including nipa palm areas) 
Natural forest stands 
FOl;'est brushl.nnd (go-back, pal'ang) and grassland (cogon) 
Natural bllmboo (including all riverine tree vegetation) 
"i911 density greater than 10 houses per centimeter on 
1:15,000 ab: photo 
Medium density 5 to 10 houses per centimeter on 1:15,000 
air photo 
Road strip ilnd cross road conununity 
Strip mining 
Military base and governmental c.nters 
/d,rpOJ:t 
Sand/beach 
Her:}., '!xposcd bare earth 
Fresh wuter lllkes and ponds greater than 7.5 hectares 
Permanent strellms and river (including the entire width of 
river courses) 
Open salt ~/ater 
~100 series, agriculture 
,bAdded land .covel: category for Harinduque study 
C200 series, forest land 
d 300 seriesl residential land cover 
;500 serjes, extractive industry land cover 
600 series, public and semi-public land cover 
~700 series, transportation land cover 
900 series, nonproductive land cover 
TAI3LE III.. CHANGCS IN 'fliE NUt-mER OF T,l\ND COVER CATEGORIES 
W\lUNDUQur: ISLAND, PHILIPPINES, 1948-1972 
___ .-.· __ ""' ____ ~ ............ ___ "tl., .... ______ ~~_~, 
Land Cover Categories 
; Year 
Dominanta Secondaryb TcrtiaryC , Total 
, . 194Bd 9 10 
15 
13 
101 
22 
14 
15 
22 
15 
1B 
23 
, 
1967 
1972 
: ~Dominant land cover -- area11y most extensive in a minimum of one 25 ha cell 
Secondary land cover -.,.. areally second most extensive in a minimum of one 
l 
25 ha cell 
CTertiary land cover -- areally the third most extensive in a minimum of one 
25 ha cell 
d 1967 data for only the north central-northeastern portion of the Island 
'1 , 
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'l'~LE' r/. D01UNA:-."'l' LAI.~D COVElt ~y CELL (25 HA), 1'.A?.INDt1QUE~~I,,~RI)Li';tILI~~,nreS,19U-~9'2 
--
~~e4~l br.i1a~g I "'; ,,'-. I :':a"l- I U=ba:l !J'.i.!ling Coconut ..--~  Fo=est R':'ce I C=ops PO:lc.s j g=ove . , 
Year 
':;';0. % 
, 
~ ~O·I % No. % I No. \ 
1207 / •. 21 .. k.1 952 23.8 19~B-a lO-.. a 233 5.8 57 1.4 11,323 33.0 _.,.1£. 
~ H~8~ "1<'1 5 .5 235 .21.1 1967b 64 ~.7 12 1.1 314128.1 1972 50 4.5 6 .5 362 32.~ 
--
Period 
1948 vers~s 19i2~ 
19 ~ 8 versus 1972:" 
1948 versus 1957~ 
1967 versus 1972 
.aE!1tire Island 
D!;orth centra1-northeaster!1 portio:l 
No. 
0 
11 
0 
7 
8 
c_ , _ _ ••• _ 
d~nc_uces aooryara orcnaras ~"la su;ar cane 
Includes barboe thickets anc brush land ex'~ = .01[9J = 21.666 
~ 
"X%~ 
'" .01 [8J = 20.090 
9'X z 
c: -
.01[10] = 23.209 
Cells 
t " I % ,.. I ~ ,. I ~ ... 0. . .-0. ~ .,.,0. w :~o. I % 
o I ~651'-11 0 " 0 v
.3 ,L68.4.2 3 .1 12 
o 88 1 7.9 0 0 0 
.5 89 1s.011 .1 0 
.7 8717.8 2 .2 9 
Chi-Squa=e Results 
Xl Value 
IH.3 
57.4 
27.2 
16.0 
{} 403 10.1 
.3,32: 8.0 
o 45 ~ .1 
o I 43 4.3 
.8 44 3.9 
I 
c. I ?oc?:/ I ?iver- S2tlt Cogar. Eare ine ";a.ter 
No . 
1,772 
1,445 
585 
431 
~32 
t INo·1 \ No·1 ' No. , 
4~·:d39 
"I.' 358 1.0 9.2 36.1 1B , 49 1.2 367 9.2 . .. 52.4 0 0 3 .3 107 9,.6 43.1 0 0 4 .4 9€ 8.6 
38.7 0 0 14 1.3 102 9.1 
Significant Difference 
e Yes~ 
Yes f Yes 
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TABLE V. C"fCLIC A.~D TREKD CnA.~GES IN TRH'OID~ ND 
~~RIN~CQUE ISLA.~D , PH .?DIES 
Trifo=med Lw~d Cove r Units I ~x?ansion and Contraction 
. r i r.tary 
and 
Coconut 
Coconut 
Coconut 
Coconut 
Coconut 
COGon 
Cogon 
Cogo n 
CO£;O /l 
Cogon 
gon 
Secondary 
Land 
Paddy 
Paddy 
Co~o>: 
Cogon 
Cogo/! 
Paddy 
Dry Crop 
Coconut 
Coconut 
Fores t 
FOrest 
i,one 
rtia:y, ~ ~._ ~H' 
Land I I 
None 
COfon 
I D::y Czcp 
Dry Crop 
N 
,"one 
Coconu t 
aOata fitted to linear regression ~odel o f f or n ~. : a x + b . 
K -~RAL-NORTHEASTE~~ 
2 
Dependen t variable (Yl : n~~er of cells contai ning tr i forrred land cove r unit. 
dependent variable (Xl : ti~e (year da t a coll~cted) with 19 48=1 , 1967c l9 , 1972-2 ~ . 
a = s lope of the trend line through X di~ension 
b = point of intercept of trend line on Y axis 
r = ~egree of fit of actual data to r.tathe~atically determined equation (correlation . 
cocf:icientl 
r 2= Corre lation coefficien t squared (Pear son produc t - moment correlat i on coef ficient ) 
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TAULE VI. PURE CELL (25 II}\) LAND COVER INDICA'rOIlS FOR 
f.1ARINDUQUE ISLAND, PJlILIPPINtS 
LANDS1\'l' 1\CQUISI'l'ION E-IOI1l~OH62 (12 OCT 72) 
---- -.---
Numbor Chnngc Dilncl 4 Band 5 Dand 6 Cover 'l'ype Puro Cells IndiC<ltorlt .4-.5~111\ .S-.6pm .7-.8plll 
Paddy nice X .558 .308 .593 9 0 .030 .031 .069 (101) to 5.4 10.3 12.5 
Coconul: X .515 .242 .675 ]9 (I .029 .026 .060 (105) \<1 5.5 10.7 9.0 
Man~lrovc X .521 .254 .612 6 
" 
.030 .024 .044 (112) to 5.4, 8.3 7.2 
CO{l(1l1/1'GJ'cwg X .58G .317 .739 G 0 .030 .026 .060 (202) to 4.9 8.0 8.2 
S.en "'iller X .520 .229 .129 18 (I .024 .017 .020 ~90G ) to 4.6 7.2 15.1 
*X Hewn 
(I Stllndnnl l)cviiltion 
to l'crccnt Stnnd,Il:c1 Deviation 
... ' .... _ ......... , ........ ,.. .......... " .... -". ~ , .... - . 
.. ......... I ... 
. ' 
I 
Dand 7 
.8-1.1llm 
1.606 
.203 
13.8 
2.029 
.204 
10.2 
1. 744 
.134 
7.6 
2.117 
.183 
8.7 
.134 
.07l.l 
40.7 
1 
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